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A MONTHLY MAGAZINE FOR THOSE WHO

FIGHT BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS

The NEW

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER!!!
The NEWSPAPER of the hobby!



MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED

Telephones:

SOUTHAMPTON

(0703) 20855

WESTEND

(04218) 4651

28/32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON 302 OPA westend
Catalogue 25p (overseas 30p) 25mm FOOT 7p - RIDER 8p - HORSE - lOp (04218) 4651

THE BEST NAME IN WARGAME FIGURES

A  ALEXANDER NEVSKI RANGE
f  . ii LATEST RELEASES
^  ' (Designed by Dave Hutchins)

AXC4 Knight, lance, shield and winged cross crest

AXC7 Knight, club, shield

RUSSIAN FOOT

AX30 Man at Arms, spear, shield
AX31 Man at Arms, attacking spear, shield
AX32 Man at Arms, sword, shield

AX33 Peasant, spear, shield
AX34 Man at Arms, crossbowman

AX35 Peasant, mace, shield

AX36 Peasant, sword
AX37 Man at Arms, axe, shield

AX38 Peasant bowman

AX39 Foot Knight, double-handed battleaxe
AX40 Man at Arms, standard bearer

RUSSIAN CAVALRY

AXC30 Knight, lance, shield, squirrel head-dress
AXC31 Knight, lance, shield, flying bird head-dress
AXC32 Knight, lance, shield, flying boar's head-dress

AXC33 Cossack, lance, shield

AXC34 Knight, lance, shield, bear head-dress
AXC35 Knight, winged helmet and raised sword (Alexander

Nevsky)

AXC36 Knight, mace, shield

Tir AMERICAN WARGAMERS CONTACT ̂

MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED INC.

BOX P, PINE PLAINS, NEW YORK 12567 Tel: 914-398 5166 catalog
$1.25



YOUR INTERNATIONAL
MODEL MAIL ORDER HOUSE

Suppliers to the British and Overseas Governments

By IMAI with THE ULTIMATE
THE ELEPHANT 88mm AT GUN Model 43/2 IN KITS
TANK DESTROYER TIGER (P) Scale 1/16th by IMAI
Full Machined brass gears - turned gun barrel - cast metal tracks -
turned aluminium dual bearings with cast and machined suspension and
torsion bars - cast metal drive sprockets and free wheels - Turret and
Hull in plastic. This kit can, if desired, be radio controlled, radio control
equipment not included. Price of Kit £120 plus VAT

.* V ■ ® ^ WAYS TO OBTAIN THIS KIT
®  1 Cash less extra 5% discount.

2  Pay £10 Deposit for this fabulous kit which
^  reserved for you on receipt of your

y' deposit. Then pay the balance off to suit
yourself over the next 12 months. The kit

completion of your

3  Pay £82 DOWN and the balance by 8
1^1" "Si "X ' monthly payments on Easy Terms of £7.50.
^  • ' (The kit will be sent on receipt of deposit

completed Credit Forms.)

WAR GAME RULES
Ancient 1000 BC to AD 1000. Now

in third eJition 70p

1750-1850 for use with 20, 25 and
30mm figures, easily adapted for
12V2 and 15mm figures 50p

1925-1975 Infantry action. Based on
the infantry Platoon in action,
alternative scale for 54mm
figures each 50

1925-1950 Armour/Infantry. Has pro
visions for all aspects of tactical
land action. For *20' figures and
models 8Sp

Reference Books

Armies ot -le Macedonian & Punic
Wars. Covers period
350-150 BC £1.30

Armies & Enemies of imperial Rome
150BC.AD600 £1.75

SPECIAL OFFER

Tamiya 1/35
Sturmgeschuetz III

£1.82

A.F.V's
Nichimo 1/35

M109 S-P Howitzer £1

Centurion Mk. 10 £1

Fujimi 1/76
Matilda 35p
Diorama No. 4 Tents,
walls, sand bags,
oil drums etc. 35p

HUMBROL BADGER AIR BRUSHES

Illustrated
is model
200

V.A.T.
Please add 10% to all
orders including cost of
postage and packing,
except t oks.
Post & Packing U.K.
Please add 1C% to all
orders up to £5 (mini
mum 10p). Over £5
post free. C.O.D.

charge 45p.
Overseas Post and

Packing extra.

Diorama No. 5 Watch
tower, PHI boxes etc. 35p
U.S. Infantry 1/76 35p
88mm Flak-18 35p

Eidai 1/76
PzKfw IV Ausf G 27p
WIrbel Wind A/A gun 27p
Mobel wagon A/A 27p
8-ton half-track SdKfz 27p
88mm Flak-18 27p

Humbrol Badger 200 Airbrush
set. Contents; 200 airbrush, air
line. power pack connector, 4
jars, power pack, instruction
leaflet and guarantee £19.54

Humbrol Badger 250 Spray Gun.
Contents: 250 spray gun, air
l ine, pjwer pack connector. 2
jars, instruction leaflet £5.05

Humbrol Badger 250 Spray Gun
Set. Contents: 250 spray gun.
airline power pack connector, 5
lars. power pack, instruction
leaflet £6.36

PRICES STATED
In this advertisement are as accurate as possible as we write
same, but prices are rising so fast we can only supply from
present stock. New stock must, regretfully, be at prices current

on delivery to us.

B.M.W's own imports from Japan
MAX. 1/35 scale A.F.V.'s

U.S. M-26 & M15-A1 with RE-14 motor £4.50
U.S. M-26 & M1-A2 with RE-14 motor £4.50
U.S. Carriage How. 155mm, M1-A2 £1.65
TOKYO MARUI AIRCRAFT 1/36 scale
Cessna Skyhawk 172, with FA-130 motor
Aero Sabaru FA-200, with mini baby motor
Piper Cherokee 140, with mini baby motor

£2.18 each.

HITLER'S CAR 1/35 scale
A Tokyo Marui kit. German Staff Car -
Mercedes Benz £2.72

ACCESSORIES

MD 1033 Portable Air
Compressor with adaptor

£37.57

50-029 Tyre adaptor 84p
50-0052 Spare jar with

lid 19p
50-0241 Jar gaskets (3) 24p
50-200 Air regulator £2.96
50-004 On/off valve £1.12
50-001 6ft. air hose £1.69

10ft. air hose £2.16

100 XF Super fine line Air
brush with cup £25.00

100 IL Super fine line Air
brush with jar £25.00

20o2. propellant £1.10
I2oz. propellant 70p

CENTRAL
AIRCRAFT

1/72 - 60p each
Douglas Skyhawk
A40

MIG 19 Farmer B
Hawker Hunter F6
Dassault Mirage
3C

Liqu-a-Plate
is always avail
able both for
retail and trade
customers. 70p

BMW MODELS, 327-329 Haydons Rd., Wimbledon. London, S.W.19. Telex 928 374. 01-540 7333/4



GREENWOOD
LTD

61WESTBURYST,

THORNABY-ON-TEES

TEESSIDE

Reg. Office: 2 Imperial Drive, North Harrow, Middlesex

GARRISON 25inm
Wargame figures

catalogue available FROM YOU

STOCKIST at •40p or ■45p by post

IF YOU WANT DETAIL ASK FOR

GARRISON
THAT SHOW YOU HAVE TASTE

DISTRIBUTED IN U.S.A. BY

Coulter - Bennett Ltd
12158 HAMLIN STREET NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91606

BELUONA
BA TTLEGAME - LANDSCAPE -

DIORAMA PIECES m 20/25mm SCALE

■ Mio
ISmm

The first in the new
BUILDING SERIES

A1 — Row of three

French Style houses
in low relief - 25p

D1 - 1914-1918 Trench System
02 - Menin Road

D3 — The Redan
D4 - Twin 88mm Gun Position
D5 - Fiqhter Dispersal Bay
D6 - 75mm A/T Strong Point
□ 7 — Ambush
□8 - Fortified Beach Position
09 The Ravine
010 -- Roman Marching Fort
011 - Three Nissen Huts
012 - Ancient HiH Fort

Above Items 54p each inc. vat.

Rv8 - Canal Wharf Set — 96p

■ British Artillery Position & Mortar Pit
• German Artillery and Self-propelled

Gun Position
- Two Bunkers plus one m rums
• Seven Emplacements
• WW1 German Trench System

Circular Emplacements (Lge & SmI)
) - Two Cottages m ruins
I  - British Pillbox and Dug-out
? — Encampment of 12 Bivouacs
} - Tank Traps (5 double rows of 6)
( - German Pillbox and MG Position
> — Two Revetted Earthworks

Above Items priced i

BB16 - War Game Bridge (2 bridges • one
destroyed plus planking)

BB17 - Nissen Hut in natural setting
Wvl - Six Lengths of Wallmg 4" long
Wv2 — Three Lengths Stone Walling 9%" long
Rvl - River Bridge • throe span
Rv2 - River Bridge 8" long ' 2" wide road
Rv3 - Culver; Bridge & 3 lengths walling
Rv4 - Rivei Section Straight
Rv5 - River Section Curved
Rv6 - Stream Section Straight (2 lengths)
Rv7 ~ Stream Socimn Curved f2 lengths)
Rv9 - River Brid(|o m rums

I 20p ttach inc. vat.

^RMTEC
ACCESSORIES

Sol 1 - GERMAN MACHINE GUNS
Sot 2 - TEN JERRY CANS

Set 3 • AMERICAN AFV TOOLS
Set 4 - GERMAN PIONEER TOOLS
Set 5 - GERMAN VEHICLE

BREAKDOWN EQUIPMENT
Sot 6 - SIXTEEN GERMAN SPARE

TRACK PLATES
Sot 12 - BRITISH AFV TOOLS
Set 13 - SANDBAGS

The above sets are all priced at I2p

Set 7 - TOW CHAIN (70 scale feet)
priced at 18p

Set 482 - EIGHT JERRY CANS
(GERMAN) priced at I2p

Set 481 - TOW CHAIN (48 scale
foet) priced at 18p

Set 9 - GERMAN MACHINE GUNS
MG-34 12p

Set 10 • GERMAN MACHINE

GUNS MG-42 12p
Set 11 • GERMAN 81mm MORTAR

Kn of parts 17p
Set 8 • TOW CHAIN (35 scale feet)

priced at tSp

m

Vacuum formed conversion sets for
modifying V76 scale AIRFIX kits.

C0NV.1 - Cast Hull and Sand
Shields for M3A1 LEE 25p
C0NV,2 - Cast Hull anrt Sand
Shields for M4A1 SHERMAN 25p

from leading
Hobby Stockists

R1 T34/76D
R2 T34/76E
R3 T34/85I I
R4 SU-85
R5 SU-100
RIO BT-7(1)
Rll BT-7(2)

A new and expanding range of Micro-Armour dosigned by James C. Clark
— one of the originators of this small scale lor war-gammg. Each model
is precisely scaled and minutely detailed making them equally suitable
for use in micro-dioramas.

COMING SOON

• THE WORLD'S FINEST MICRO-ARMOUR • EXACT SCALE 1/285 MINIATURES

• Additional models are in course of preparation - watch for announcements!

MERCATOR
Micro-Mold have been appointed UK
distributors for the large range of
Mercator Models. The first shipment
of these items will be arriving soon.

1:200 SCALE MERCATOR TANKS

1:1250 SCALE MERCATOR SHIPS

The above models are all finished m
correct colours and have become
some of the most sought-after models
in the world.

Mercator are also mtioducmg the
first of their IVlaxi-Tanks • a 1,'IOth
scale Panther Ausf. G. Cast entirely
in metal and available m easy to
assemble kit form, it has been
designed specially for Radio Control
although rt is equally suitable for
static display — always assuming you
can find room for ii i

Details and prices obtainable by
sending a S.A.E. to MICRO-MOLD.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

G5 PzKpfw iVD
GB 105mm FkIS Gun
G10 75mm PAK 40 A/T
Gil Hetzer iX MICRO-MOLD

1-2 UNIFAX WOODS WAY GORING-BY-SEA SUSSEX Tel : WORTHING 46999



247 Argyle Street, Glasgow C2
26 South Mali, Birmingham Shopping Centre

BRITAIN'S LARGEST model shop

NEW from

ARGYLE

BUGLE & GUIDON

54mm lead figures.

Only £1.75

Inc. full colour plate,
historical details and

painting instructions.

New BG01 New BG02

BG01 Colonel of Confed. Cav. BG04 Saxon Garde De Cps; 1812
BG02 French Foreign Legion N. BG05 Lieut. 7th U.S. Cav. 1876

Africa at Little Big Horn
BG03 Saxon Zastron Cuirassier BG06 Rifleman 4th Gurkha Rifles

1812 (in tree stump) 1910

|k| vfafi An Argyle 'Sole Agency' product - Rub 'n Buff to
|\| \g\§ 1 give you that authentic metallic finish — can be buffed
' ^ * on, or painted. One tube does up to 150 figures —

only 67p. Ideal for helmets, swords, buckles, hilts etc^

BRITAIN'S LARGEST model SHOP!

Now open!

Above New Street Station

AN ARGYLE SUPERSTORE
Air-conditioned - self-service - for YOU - the modeller - to
shop in comfort - now stocks in figures Vallance, Old Guard,
Rubin, Hinchliffe, Series 77, Cavalier, Imrie Risley, Historex,

Jackboot, Rose, Airfix, etc.

EVERYTHING IN PLASTICS!
EVERYTHING IN RADIO!

UNUSUAL FIGURES

EVERYTHING IN RAILWAYS!
EVERYTHING IN WOODEN KITS!

■ UNUSUAL PERIODS

NEW! FROM ARGYLE NEW!
54mm lead figures complete with full co'

Only £1.99
1 Waffen SS 1943 20
2 Waffen SS walking wounded 21
3 Waffen SS early W.W.I I 22
4 American fighter pilot W.W.II 23
5  US infantry private. France 1944 24
6  Luftwaffe pilot W.W.II 25
7  British fighter pilot W.W.II 26
8  US tank sergeant, Tunisia 1943 27
9  Confederate eevalry 1st sergeant 28
10 RCMP official dress uniform 29
11 VVehrmacht 1944 W/Poncho 30
12 US cavalry, winter 1890 31
13 USMC official dress 32
14 Zapata, lyiexico 34
15 Panzer officer, Russia 1944 35
16 Deaths head Hussar 1815 37
17 Scotsquard, Ireland 1970 39
18 American pilot, Korea 1952 49
19 German mountain trooper 1943 50

lour chart and historic details.

Samurai warrior
German MEDK or Medic 19-14
German Panzer general 1942
Austrian infantry officer 1809
Greek Warrior 6 cent. BC
Jap. army pilot 1944
Deaths head Hussar officer
Foot knight 1600 or 1400
West Point cadet 1970
Circle C cowboy 1946
US infantry picket, winter 1863
US horse marine, Peiping 1935
German rocket pilot 1945
Chasseur A Cheval 1816 or 14
Buffalo soldier 1880
Viking warrior 850 AD
Roman general 100 AD
Brunswick Hussar
Girl soldier Israeli defence

Mai! order dept. Glasgow only. Immediate, courteous
service backed by our money back guarantee of

satisfaction. Please add 5% P&P. (Min^ 10p.)

ARGYLE MODELS
247 Argyle St., Glasgow C2

26 South Mall, Birmingham Shopping Centre
(above New Street Station)

Campaipi Colours!
Campaign Colours are a range of OIL-BOUND POSTER
PAINTS especially developed for all types of Modelling work.
Good news for Campaign Colour users. We market one of
the best model paints - we think so and you keep telling
us in your letters. So, after numerous requests, we have
brought out a high class sable brush to complement the
paint. (We tried several manufacturers before we found
one that met our requirements.) Of the finest Kalinsky
Sable it is by far the best one we have tried. The range
consists of six sizes - 000, 00, 0, 1, 2, and 3.
Prices are - 30p, 32p, 34p, 36p, 40p and 50p respectively.
Available from your dealer or direct from us. Incidentally,
Campaign Colo -s are eminently suitable to use with
Badger air-brush ■.
COLOURS AVAILABLE: White, British Scarlet, Orange, Veliow,
Yellow Ochre, Chasseor Green, French Blue, Sky Blue, Brown, Black.
Ro.val Blue. Prussian Dragoon Blue, Rifle Green, French Artillery
Green, Military Grey, Crimson, Flesh, Gold Powder, Silver Powder,
Varnish Media, French Red. Chestnut Brown. Buckskin Bnff. Kjiaki,
Polish Crimson, Tank Steel Grey, Grass Green, Sand, German Field
Grey, British Dark Green, U.S. Olive Drab, German Red-Brown.
New Pr:ces: Standard jars 12p, Gold Powder 21p. Varnish Media 9p.
Please note: Horse Colours are in kit form only at 47p per kit. (All
prices including V.A.T.) ,,,,
Postage and packing. Orders over £1.25 POST FREE IN THE U.K.
Under €1 please add 15p.
Europe box of ten. Surface Mail £1.20. Air Mail £1.30.
U.S.A. box of ten. Surface Mail £1.20. Air Mail £1.55.

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOMED
To customers and dealers in the U.S.A., Campaign Coloure
are now available from Coulter-Bennett Ltd., 12158 Hamlin
Street, North Hollywood, California 91606, and Armour
Miniatures, Box 45, Dutch Lane Road, Marlborough, New
Jersey 07746.

Campaign Colours!
New address: 8 Princess Avenue, Hull. Tel: 0482 492896

CONVOY

A NEW CONCEPT IN BOXED GAMES.
INTENDED TO INTRODUCE THE
NOVICE TO WARGAMING. THIS, THE
FIRST IN A SERIES, ENABLES ANYONE
TO REFIGHT THE BATTLE OF THE
ATLANTIC ON A SMALL TABLE.
CONTAINS MODEL SHIPS, RULES,
DICE AND EXPLANATORY LEAFLET.
SUITABLE FOR 12 YEAR OLDS AND

UPWARDS. PRICE£2.50.

L.M.M.L. also produce microtanks,
microships, 1/1200 scale ships and

wargame rules for all periods.

Leicester Micro Models Ltd
Micro Soldiers Micro Ships

5 GOSS BARTON. NAILSEA. BRISTOL 8819 2XD



BRIDLE MODELS Tel: 01-777 4908

2 Bridle Parade, Bridle Road, Shirley, Croydon CRO 8HA

NEW GIASS DISPLAY CASES with wood bases, thin black edging
to glass corners, a high quality product.

Type. Int. dimen. (approx.) and Price (including VAT):
124 8|"x4f"x5f' £5.35 54m 5}" x 2|" x 5" £2.95
172s 9"x5|"x 4" £6.20 54s 2j" x 2^" x 4" £1.65
172t 11f" X 7|" X 5f' £7.00 75 3" x 3" x 5|" £2.60
Larger cases can be made to order. Postage and packing 25p per
case; two or more 35p. Protect your work from the 'finger prodders'.

HISTOREX. We stock all of the range and can supply any horse
position from stock with a mounted kit. We have one of the largest
stocks of Historex spares in the Home Counties, S.A.E. for spares
list. Mounted kits £1.65. Foot kits 80p. Historex catalogue 90p
(post free). ARMOUR ACCESSORIES. New W.W.II Germans at
65p per kit. No. 1. Running, jackboots, helmet. No. 2. Standing,
gaiters, helmet. No. 3. Kneeling, jackboots, helmet 65p each.

LASSET. All the new figures and a complete stock of all 54mm foot
and mounted. S.A.E. for list. Mounted £4.75. Foot £1.20.

SANDERSON. All stocked including SN102, Girl In hip bath, SAN28,
Cavalier sitting position, SAN2, Norman foot soldier standing with
shield and sword. All at 95p each. S.A.E. for list.

MINOT 30mm and GARRISON 25mm. All are stocked and all new
figures as released. S.A.E. for list.

HINCHLIFFT. The complete stock carried including the new 75mm
figures by Ray Lamb. See Hlnchliffe advertisement in this issue for
the new releases or send for the New Catalogue 50p (post 5p);
white-list 6p (postSp).
SERIES 77. New 54mm kits. Stage One. British Life Guards 1660-
1973; 1/1 Gentleman, Horse Guards 1660; 1/2 Trooper Horse Guards
1684; 1/3 Officer Life (Suards 1815; 1/4 Trooper Life Guards 1833;
1/^ Trooper Life Guards 1939-45; 1/6 Trooper Life Guards 1973.
All kits £1.70 each.

NEW Stage 14 Imperial German Cavalry: 14/1 Trumpeter - Saxon
Carablnier Regt., Parade Dress; 14/2 Guard Du Corps Standard
Bearer; 14/3 Regimental Adjutant 7th Cuirassier Regt.; 14/4 Officer
Guard Du Corps (Gala Dress); 14/5 Trooper, Guard Cuirassier Regt.;
14/6 Sgt. Major, 3rd Cuirassier Regt.; 14/7 Officer 5th Cuirassier In
Waffenrout. All Foot now £2.50; Samurai £2.80; Mounted £7.50.
OTHER FIGURES AND KITS by: Rose, Trophy Miniatures, Men O'
War Phoenix (catalogue 12p), S.E.G.O.M. (free list, post 3p). Mono

gram, Airfix, Revell, Tamiya kits. Campaign, Humbrol and Historex
paints, and many things for the military modeller.
New Horse Colours from Campaign at 45p a set (post 12p).
TROPHY. All 54mm in kits. Foot: Welsh Bowman at Crecy £1,
French Musketeer 1665 90p, Landsknecht £1, Samurai ^.20.
Mounted: 13c Knight £2.25, Byzantine Cavalryman £2.25, Marshal
Ney £2.25, Murat and ADC £4, Samurai £3.65, Sythian Cavalryman
£2.50. NEW. Polish Winged Hussar £3.50.
STADDEN. Complete catalogue of all Stadden 54mm foot and
mounted kits, also 90mm figures. 25p (post 4p). 30mm list 15p
(post 4p). Prices 54mm foot £1.25, mounted kits £2.00, 90mm
figures £2.95, 30mm figures 15p foot, 60p mounted.
JACKBOOT. Full range of W.W.II carried.
BOOKS. NEW from Sphere; 1815 'The Armies at Waterloo' by Ugo
Pericoli, good value at £2.95, post 15p. A wide range of books in
stock by Osprey, Almark, Blandford, Arms & Armour, Funcken In
cluding the English version of 'Uniforms of the Napoleonic Wars'
Vols. 1 &.2 £2.75 each (post 25p for one or two books).
AMERICAN FIGURES now in stock by Imrie/Risley, Cavalier, Bugle
& Guidon, Old Guard, Vallance and Valiant.
ANIMATING and PAINTING. We stock some painted figures but
most of our work is by clients' commission - all work to exhibition
standard, even 25mm. DIORAMAS by arrangement, to client require
ments. Our charges for a 'Wargame' standard of painting (25mm
only) are half our normal rate. S.A.E. for list indicating your pre
ference.

GREENWOOD & BALL NEW Catalogue 40p, post 5p

MAIL ORDERS. P.&P. U.K. only,
up to £3 12p, over £3 FREE. &
Overseas mail (Surface) add -o

20%. J2|
Shop hours 9.15 to 6.00.
Sundays 10.00 to 1.00. . towmt

Closed Monday. fSST Wickham Rd

Easy Parking

Why not visit us? The map I ?
should help you find us. ® ̂

I PETER LAING Tel: 29911 (STD 0892)
11 Bounds Oak Way, Southborough, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. TN4 OUB

'l R METAL Ideal for Wargam**-t-OtoraiMs (Scat* 1:120)
I Wmm FiSURES

Peter Laing now markets over 330 items in 15nBn» giving wide scope

to wargamers and diorama makers.

These individually cast metal figures cover foot, artillery and

cavalry. Foot figures 4P; mounted figures 8p, artillery 12p. Send

long S.A.F. for full price list and seusple figure (state preference).

Periods at present covered)

Ancients...Feudals...English Civil War...Uarlburian...American Bevolution.

Crimean War...Colonials...World War..!.



WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE HAVE
BEEN APPOINTED SOLE AGENTS FOR THE HEROICS
RANGE OF FIGURES
MANY OF YOU ALREADY KNOW OF THESE SUPERB MINIATURES ALL TO l/300fh. THE
RANGE IS GROWING FAST SO WE HAVE DECIDED TO LIST THOSE AVAILABLE AT
PRESENT. WATCH OUR ADVERTISEMENTS FOR FUTURE RELEASES. CAN YOU OBTAIN
HEROICS AT YOUR LOCAL MODEL SHOP? IF NOT WHY NOT ASK THE PROPRIETOR
TO CONTACT US AND WE CAN THEN ENSURE YOUR SUPPLY.
GR1 German Infantry (50 pieces)

GR2 German Heavy Weapons Group (56 pieces)
inc. Mortars, etc.

BR1 British Infantry (48 pieces)

BR2 British Heavy Weapons Group (48 pieces)
inc. Mortars, Heavy M.G. etc.

GA1 3 Pak 38 50mm A/T Guns + Towing
Vehicles and Crews (24 pieces)

GA2 3 88mm Flak 36 A/T AA Guns
+ Towing Tractors and Crews (21 pieces)

GA3 3 105mm Field Guns + Towing Tractors and
Crews (24 pieces)

GA4 3 Pak 38 A/T Guns with SdKfz 251 Towing
Vehicles and Crews (24 pieces)

BA1 3 6-pdr. A/T Guns with Universal Carrier
Towing Vehicles and Crews (24 pieces)

BA2 3 25-pdr. Field Guns with Limbers, Quad
Trucks and Crews (27 pieces)

If W.W.il does, not interest you how about
Napoleonic or ACW 1 /300. You can fight large
battles in small areas. Give your forces room to
manoeuvre. Form realistic squares and charge with
massed cavalry. You might think guns detailed with
spoked wheels superfluous in 1/300 but compare
them with products without such detail and see the
difference.

MFN1 French Grenadiers (50 pieces)

MFN2 French Lancers (21 pieces)

MFN3 French Foot Artillery
(6 Guns + Crew)

MFN4 French Tirrailleurs (50 pieces)

MBN1 British Line Infantry (50 pieces)

MBN2 British Dragoons (21 pieces)

MBN3 British Foot Artillery
(6 Guns + Crew)

MBN4 British Riflemen (50 pieces)

A.C.W. MACW1 Federal Infantry (50 pieces)
MACW2 Confederate Infantry

(50 pieces)

MACW3 Skirmishers (50 piecos)

MACW4 Cavalry (21 pieces)

MACW5 Artillery (6 Guns + Crew)

For details of our other products which include
over 150 different types of Microtank, as well as
Galleys, Napoleonic Ships, Fleetline 1/1200 Ships,
Spaceships and many Wargames Accessories
send a stamped self-addressed envelope or call in at
the Shop to see us at WOLLATON STREET,
NOTTINGHAM.

MFN1

MFN2

MFN3

MFN4

MBN1

MBN2

MBN3

MBN4

MACW1

MACW2

GW1 Kubelwagons (8 vehicles)
GW2 Opel Blitz Lorries (6 vehicles)
GW3 BMW 750 Motor-cycle Combinations

(16 pieces)
BW1 Bedford 3-Ton Lorries (6 vehicles)
BW2 Bedford QL Troop Carrier (6 vehicles)
GAC1 SdKfz 222 Armoured Cars (8 vehicies)
GAC2 SdKfz 251 Half-Track (8 vehicles)
BAC1 Daimler Scout Cars (8 vehicles)
BAC2 Bren Carrier (8 vehicles)
BT1 Sherman (with cast hull) (6 tanks)
BT2 Crusader II (6 tanks)
GT1 Pz III Aus m (6 tanks)
GT2 Pz IV Aus F2 (6 tanks)

ALL THE ABOVE TANKS HAVE TRAVERS-

ABLE TURRETS — ARTILLERY GROUPS
INCLUDE TOWED AND FIRING GUNS

ALL HEROICS PACKS 50p EACH
WARGAMES RULES

1000 BC-1000 AD (WRG) 90p
Wars of Roses (Decal set) 60p
Early Medieval (Birmingham) 50p
1500-1660 (Birmingham) 60p
Napoleonic (LWS) 55p
1750-1850 (WRG) 50p
ACW (Confederate High Command) 60p
19th Century (S.L. Warlords) 60p
Colonial Skirmish (Bristol) £1.10
W.W.II Part I Armour (Bristol) 75p
Micro Warfare W.W.II (Leicester) 55p
Micro Warfare Ground Forces (Skytrex) 50p
1925-50 Armoy Infantry (WRG) 80p
1950-75 Arn ur/lnfantry (WRG) £1.05

NAVAL BATTLES

Greek Naval (WRG) 65p
Greek Naval (LWS) 50p
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar) 60p
ACW/lronclads (Navwar) 4Up
W.W.I Naval (Skytrex) 50p
W.W.II Naval (Leicester) 55p

PUBLICATIONS
Armies of Macedonian and Punic Wars £1.75
Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome £1.25
Warfleets of Antiquity £1.75

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
POSTAGE AND PACKING 10% up to £3, Over £3, Free.

OVERSEAS RATES: 30% Sea Mail, 60% Air Mail.

SeUTRIX
Dept. MM6, 28 CHURCH STREET,
WYMESWOLD, LEICESTERSHIRE



Phoenix Model Developments Ltdr
Producers of Miniature Historic Figures & Scale Models etc.

25mm Figures
Foot figures 4 per pack — 2 Cavalrymen & 2 Horses per pack

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (BRITISH)
BN5 Line Infantry At the ready
BN6 Line Infantry Advancing m /
BN7 Line Infantry Standing firing /
BN8 Line Infantry Kneeling ready fflfcy
BN9 Line Infantry Officer
BN14 Light Infantry At the ready
BNI5 Li^t Infantry Advancing // f
BN16 Li^t Infantry Standing firing
BN17 Light Infantry Kneeling ready BN6
BN18 Light Infantry Officer
BN19 Rifle Regiment At the ready
BN20 Rifle Regiment Advancing
BN21 Rifle Regiment Standing firing
BN22 Rifle Regiment Kneeling ready
BN23 Rifle Regiment Officer lA
BN24 Kings German Legion Hussar mounted
BN25 Light Dragoon Trooper mounted Ij^
BN26 Scots Greys Trooper mounted
BN27 Scots Greys Officer mounted | / ̂
BN28 Household Cavalry Trooper mounted
BN29 Heavy Dragoon Trooper mounted
BN30 Horse Artillery crew (4 Figures) BN23

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (FRENCH)
NFl Old Guard Grenadier At the ready ^
NF2 Old Guard Grenadier Advancing
HF3 Old Guard Grenadier Standing firing
NF7 Middle/Young Guard At the ready
NFS Middle/Young Guard Advancing
NF9 Middle/Young Guard Standing firing H W
NFIO Imperial Guard Officer i"
NFll Line Infantry Fusilier At the ready NFl
NFl2 Line Infantry Fusilier Advancing
NFl3 Line Infantry Fusilier Standing firing
NF14 Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grenadier At the ready
NFl5 Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grenadier Advancing
NFl6 Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grenadier Standing firing
NFl7 Line Infantry Officer
NF21 Light Infantry Voltigeur/Carabinier At the ready
NF22 Light Infantry Voltigeur/Carabirjier Advancing
NF23 Light Infantry Voltigeur/Carabinier Standing firing
NF24 Light Infantry Officer
NF25 Foot Dragoon At the ready
NF26 Foot Dragoon Advancing o
NF27 Foot Dragoon Standing firing
NF28 Foot Dragoon Officer
NF29 Lancer of the Imperial Guard

(Lance not supplied)
NF30 Dragoon Trooper mounted
NF31 Dragoon Officer mounted
NF32 Dragoon Trumpeter mounted JJP29
NF33 Cuireissier mounted

NF34 Horse Artillery Crew (4 Figures)

2Smm Artillery Pieces
Packed to be assembled as required.
A4 9pdr British Field gun (Napoleonic period)
AS 8 pdr French Field gun (Napoleonic period)

25mm figures
Foot figures 4 per pack — 2 Cavalrymen & 2 Horses per pack

BRITISH COLONIAL CAMPAIGNS
(Sudan Expedition 1898)
BCl British Line Infantry At the ready ^
BC2 British Line Infantry Advancing Jn
BC3 British Line Infantry Standing firing
BC4 British Line Infantry Kneeling ready fpCx.
BC5 British Line Infantry Officer j]
BC6 Highland Infantry At the ready ' ̂  '
BC7 Highland Infantry Advancing
BC8 Highland Infantry Standing firing
BC9 Highland Infantry Kneeling ready
BCIO Highland Infantry Officer ^
BCll British Lancer (Lance not supplied)
BC12 'Fuzzy Wuzzys' Running
BC13 'Fuzzy Wuzzys'Advancing ''
BC14 Dervish Standing firing M0
BCl5 Dervish Advancing
BC16 Dervish Cavalryman BCl

20mm Figures
Foot figures 4 per pack — 2 Cavalrymen & 2 Horses per pack

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR PERIOD
EP3 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EP4 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EPS Musketeer (Hat)
EPS Musketeer (Helmet)
EP9 Cromwellian Officer mounted

EPIO Royalist Officer mounted
EPllA Cromwellian Trooper mounted
EPllB Royalist Trooper mounted
EP12 Drummer

EP13 Artillery crew JJ U-
EP14 Dragoon dismounted ppia
EP15 Dragoon.mounted

'MARLBOROUGH' PERIOD
MP2 Grenadier Standing
MP4 Grenadier Advancing a
MP7 Grenadier Charging I M
MPIO Musketeer Loading
MP11 Musketeer Standing
MP12 Musketeer Standing firing % Tmu
MP13 Musketeer Kneeling firing
MP14 Musketeer At the ready IISP2
MP16 Musketeer Advancing
MPI9 'Command Group' consisting of

two officers, one Drummer
and one Standard bearer. ^
(Flag not supplied)

MP20 Artillery crew
MP2I Dragoon mounted
MP22 Caviryman mounted U ^
MP23 General/Officer mounted mdoi
MP24 Grenadier mounted

20mm Artillery Pieces
Packed to be assembled as required.
A1 6 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A2 9 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A3 Saker (English Civil War)

Infantry packs 30p. Cavalry Packs 35p.. Cannons 20 mm ■ 44p. 25 mm ■ 46p.

U.K. Post & Packing Rates: up to £1.25 - 16p. £1.26 to £8.00 - 35p. over £8.00 - post free

The Square, Earls Barton, Northampton, NN6 ONA, England. Telephone Northampton 810 612
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EDITORIAL

One of the associated joys of wargaming lies in the external
activities that it creates and stimulates. The hobhy is not all
painting figures, making and setting up terrain on which the minia
ture formations fight - there is far more to it than that and not
all these other aspects are so wildly costly as to be beyond the
reach of the average, and perhaps youthful wargamer. For example,
the handbooks "Discovering Battlefields" (in either the South or
the North of England), open up wonderful opportunities for thorough
ly exploring some local historical field, at the cost of the fare
to the area. Military museums abound in every corner of the

From a picture by F Matania in THE SPHERE

others charge a few pence entrance fee.country, some like the wonderful new National Army Museum are free whej;e others charge a lew pence entrance lee.
A few weekends ago I went over the fine museum of the Green Howards in/ingeniously rebuilt church at Richmond,
Yorks and later in the day visited the East Yorks Regt museum at Imphal Barracks, Pulford, York.

In London during the past three weeks there have been three superb displays - Trooping the Colour (two
rehearsals and the big event) and two Beating Retreats by the massed bands of the Guards Division and those of
the Light Division - the latter doing a repeat performance at Winchester this week. Yesterday, my wife and
I were guests of David Chandler at the Sovereign's Parade at the R.M.A., Sandhurst - to see pass-out Britain's
(and many Commonwealth country's) future officers. All these events can be seen by the general public - the
first three by buying tickets (as low as 25p) and the latter by writing to the Adjutant at Sandhurst.

Wargames Conventions and Militaria gatherings frequently take place in various towns and this very weekend
one can see military events and trade displays Free of Charge at the Army Show at Aldershot.

If you have the time and money, there are more elaborate military events such as the recent tour of the
Peninsular by the Military Historical Society, who are planning to go to Turkey next year for the 60th Anniver
sary of the Gallipoli landings. For a very reasonable £12 or so, a few weekends ago it was possible to spend
part of Friday, Saturday and Sunday in York, being conducted by excellent guides over museums and the battle
fields of Marston Moor and Stamford Bridge, plus full board in a very comfortable hotel.

Of course, you can do even better than this by attending one of the "Historic Military Battles" cruises on
either the "UGANDA" or the "NEVASA" for sums ranging from £138 to £226. Two retired Generals accompany each
cruise and talk on the Assault on Europe in World War 11; Marathon 490 BCj the Siege of Malta; the Battle of
Alamein; the Gallipoli Campaign and the Crimean War. That's military history in luxury!

But it doesn't have to cost a lot to be interesting - my own town of Southampton, like York and Conway,
has town walls and fortifications worthy of a visit - all for nothing! So get out and find these events and
places - they will enrich your wargaming and broaden your outlook!

COVER PICTURE - "PUSH OP PIKES" from
the book WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES
Vol.11 1420-1785 by Donald Peatherstone.

DON FEATHERSTONE

SUBSCRIPTION RATESt £3.60p. (Overseas £5.85p; U.S.A. Jifll.OO)

These sums include postage, packing and, for non-sterling areas. Bank Handling charges.

ADVERTISING RATES: Per page -  £9.50p.

Advertisement Manager,

Roland Sutton,
Tradition,
188 Piccadilly, London WIV 9DA.

"  half page £5.50p.

"  quarter page - £3.00p.

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER has no facilities for artwork and all adverts must be laid-out "camera-ready" to
a page size of 11" x 8".

Subscriptions and Enquiries

Classified (non-commercial) adverts - 2p (5c) per word.
London. WIV 9DA

P.O. Box 4QA

Tel: 01-734 1352



TALKING WARGAMING

RULE OF THE MONTH;

It is tactically essential for wargamers to accurately simulate the situation that prevailed in the
period when a musket could not he fired if the plug-bayonet was fixed at the end of the barrel. Hand-ln-

tactical necessity of having your own muskets loaded at a time when the enemy are
^loaded. Like a good card-player who remembers the cards that have been played, the wargamer must try to

cannot. There is a notable difference inthat one can SEE if a unit has bayonets fixed or not, but it is impossible to actually SEE if they are un
loaded. So, fixed bayonets" are indicated by a small card or plastic slip marked "bayonets" or with a
drawing of a bayonet-fixed musket on it, placed in front of the unit. When bayonets are unfixed (and, if
loaded, the muskets can fire) then the slip is removed. So far as loading is concerned, assuming that it
takes a full game-move to load, the unit fires on move 5, for example, and "FIRED" marked at that point

""" """ •»"

-—ooOoo—

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH;

Is there any likelihood of British or U.S. model soldier manufacturers turning out ranges of the essen
tial native figures, the present absence of which forms the basis of Doug Johnson's recent excellent
articles on Colonial Wargames Armies?

Perhaps Miniature Figurines, Hinchliffe, Warrior, Phoenix, Greenwood and Ball, Peter Laing and others
might care to comment on this?

—ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH:

plastic-sheet draped over piles of books, etc., to form undulating terrain, it is
difficult to realistically represent roads and rivers that follow the course of the undulations. Suitably
coloured Fablon, adhesive on one side, can be cut into strips and stuck onto the cloth or plastic so that
it follows its contours. The adhesive is usually good for two or three such "stickings".

—-ooOoo

ANSWERS TO PROBLEM OF MONTH OF JUNE:

Maurice Roth sticks his figures, with Evo-Stik, to 2mm plastic floor tiles cut to required base size,
men bases are needed that allow easy figure removal, he either uses self-adhesive floor tiles or sticks
figures onto double-sided Cellotape. Geoffrey Mould also advocates double-sided Cellotape on 10mm thick
balsa-wood trays - with one piece of tape at the front and another at the back of the tray. He finds that
both metal and plastic figures remain in position using this method.

—-ooOoo—-

As the servants of death, battles will always remain horrible. Those who are fascinated by them are
being fascinated by death. There is no battle aim worthy of the name except to end all battles.

Ralph Ingersoll.

ooOoo

THE DECISIONS OF HISTORY - COULD YOU HAVE DONE BETTER IN BATTLE - IN DIPLOMACY?

Get our phased historical case studies and find out. These case studies present historical events in a
series of phases. At the end of each phase you decide the best course of action, then you turn to the next
phase to compare your decision with the one that was taken.

An ideal introduction to a topic - gets you thinking - let your children experience "living history"
and face the challenges.

TITLES: Battle of Chancellorsville 65p
^^Iltpolt ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 85p
Aspects of the Crusades 65p
Implications of the Treaty of Versailles 75p
The Gracchi (available October) 65p

Cash with order to:- AcadeiTiic & Business Monographs Ltd
6 Brodrick Road

London SW17
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Historical Introduction;

On 1st July 1790 a
French Army of JO 1000
under General Napoleon
Bonaparte, landed at
Marabout near Alexandria

and captured the city on
the following day after a
fierce but short struggle.
Leaving a small garrison,
Bonaparte left the city
on the next day, reached
Damanhur after a gruel
ling 72 hour march. Press
ing on towards Cairo, the
French were involved in

several skirmishes with

the Mamelukes of Murad

Bey. On 21st July, the

Battle of the Pyramids

was fought with the
25,000 strong French Army
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grouped into five large divisional squares faced by an Egyptian army of

18,000 soldiers and 6,000 mounted Mamelukes. Ibrahim Bey with a support
ing force estimated at 100,000 men remained on the far bank of the Kile
and took no part in the battle. Attacking the French squares vith great
dash and courage, the Mameluke horsemen were beaten back by the superior
firepower and discipline of the French. Finally, the Egyptians fled south
of Cairo and the French occupied the city on the following day.

Bonaparte now dispatched General Desaix after the Mamelukes with a

small force and the resulting mini-campaign in southern Egypt lasted for
several months - a battle of wits between the wily Hurad Bey and the
brilliant Desaix. Although he did not achieve total victory, Desaix pre
vented the Mamelukes from returning to Upper Egypt.

As the year wore on, Bonaparte became worried by threats of a Turkish
invasion from the East and he decided to invade Syria. By February 1799
the French leader had assembled an army of 12,000 men. The French faced
stiff opposition from the Syrians, entrenched in the well fortified cities
of the Mediterranean seaboard. These delays allowed the Turkish and
Syrian forces to prepare for the French invaders. By March 18th, the
French had arrived before the fortress city of Acre, where the garrison
was commanded by Djezzar Fasha backed by Sir Sidney Smith and his squadron
of ships. Because their siege train had been captured by the British Navy,
the French Field Artillery made slow progress against the powerful wallsj
fighting against a constant shortage of munitions and supplies - at one
point the French were reduced to using cannon balls fired at them by
British ships lying offshore from Acre.

During mid-April, the Pasha of Damascus sent a relief force of 25,000
men, which was repulsed by a French Division under General Kleber at the
Battle of Mount Tabor. After nine weeks, in which the French assaulted
the town nearly forty times, Bonaparte raised the siege and returned south
to Egypt.

There Bonaparte found that a large Turkish ar"y had landed at Aboukir
so quickly gathering together a force of 7>000 men and, after a series of
forced marches, practically destroyed the Turks, leaving only 2,000 surviv
ors. But the Eastern Adventure had turned soxir for Bonaparte and on the
night of 17th August with a small party, he slipped away on a frigate. The
command of the army was left to a disgruntled General Kleber, who had never
been impressed by his superior's colonial dreams. Kleber mustered a mere
12,000 men to face a Turkish army of 70,000 at Heliopolis and defeated
them. Soon after, Kleber was assassinated by a Moslem fanatic, and the
command of the army went to General Menou, a reasonably competent adminis
trator but not a battlefield general.

In March 1801 a British army of 18,000 men under Sir Ralph Aberoromby

landed in Egypt, with a division under General Baird landing further south



on the Red Coast. Also faced by yet another Turkish Army, Menou shut himself in Cairo, his indecision caused
a virtual mutiny amongst his senior officers. A small French force of 9,000 men was sent against the British
and was defeated at Alexandria after a fierce struggle. Menou surrendered and handed over the country to
Britain, to be shipped home to Prance with all the honours of war at the victor's expense. By September 1801
all French troops had left Egypt#

SCOPE OF THE CAMPAIGN;

The operations in Egypt allow for a whole variety of widely differing tactical situations - confronta
tions between Occident and orient; the modern well-trained French versus the feudal Arabs or the more typical

European-style battle of French against English. The campaign
contained pitched battles; numerous skirmishes; several sieges

< THE MARCH FROM ABOUKIR TO ALExANom^ gud rivsr bsttlss between the French Nile flotilla and the
xW-airo X-U;iiish IMiles. LasU# ^ ̂  ̂

H T 9 'T ? 3 4 5 6 7 Mameluice fleet of feluccas# Fighting occurred in the sands of
Sahara, the mountains of Syria and Jordan, the Mediterran-
seaboard, and on the Nile itself. Diverse units were

"  ̂ raised to meet new situations such as the French Dromedary and
7  Balloon Corps (although the latter was a complete failure).

■""iNDi'"™" f ® A K E or invasiou of Egypt allows the wargamer plenty of scope for
7;?"',)'''":,!, < interesting table-top battles involving many different protag-

^  ■ ' - "■ onists with widely differing aims.

The expedition fbom
INDIA.

ltn;:li-.li Miles.

^Abniiklr Caiil#
txAboukir^ay
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ORGANISATION AND TACTICS

"  .0^'
LOWER

EGYPT
Hiijflish Miles

The campaign in EGYPT in 1801.

aV'" /.^ o"* v.; J The French; In theory the French infantry battalion was made
■  )) Vf nine companies each of I50 to 200 men; however their

J-" '^^"® companies, eight were of
LOWER Fusiliers and one Grenadier, with one of the Fusilier Compan-

-\-A 4«mL vT f ^®® ao'ting in a light infantry role. This system lasting un-
J t". A ° oii^cAiRo iil 1808 formed the basis for early Napoleonic army organisa-

the CAMPAIGN IN EGYPT IN 1801. tion. Using a figure-scale of one figure = 25 men, my line
battalions of nine three-figure-companies equal twenty—seven
figures. The Light Infantry had six companies; four chasseur,

one carabinier and one voltigeur (on a 1 to 25 scale, six three-figure companies). The size of units varied
greatly and this should be reflected on the wargames table. The battalions were organised into demi-brigades
of three battalions each, with the demi-brigade rarely ever exceeding 2,500 men, usually bein^ well below
2,000 men.

The cavalry regiment or demi-brigade was divided into four squadrons, sub- / }
divided into two troops of II6 men each, giving a paper strength of 928 men - in
practice the average strength was 200 to 500 men.

The artillery was divided into batteries ("compagnies") of eight guns, sub-
divided into foiir pairs. There were three types of field artillery, foot, horse
and the "I'Artillere volante" (a form of light horse artillery). As with the
cavalry, there was an acute shortage of horses. tSA '

Here are details of the French Army in Egypt: •H Bonaparte: Commander-in-Chief
Berthier: Chief-of-StaffDommartin: General commanding the \\^^\l nI
Cafarelli du Falga: General commanding \

the engineers yn/aMk JtDugua: Divisional general, unattached [ i!|%
Dumas: Brigadier " " 1

Marmont: " " "

Troops attached to H.Q. Staff I l\
Mounted guides 120 men
Foot guides 120 men
Foot artillery 800 men
Sappers 800 men
Miners and mechanics .,. 600 men

Total 2,440

Division of the Advance Guard

Desaix, Commanding. Belliard and Priant,
Brigadiers.

21st Light Infantry ....2,100 men
6lst Line Infantry .... 1,800 men
81st " " .... 1.900 men

SIR RALPH ABERCROMEV.

Total 5,800
CONTINUED ON PAGE 21



PROBLEMS IN RAISING COLONIAL ARMIES

Part III - OTHER NATIONS

(Editor/Publisher of the magazine "Savage and Soldier")

By now readers of this series have probably found me a
pretty obnoxious character who Is supremely dissatisfied with j^^/1
the good efforts of figures manufacturers. Well, the fact is, \ /r
I am really very pleased with the work of figure makers. Every 1
manufacturer that Includes a Colonial line is my friend, and I
will stand him a pint of bitter when next I am in England, My
complaint is that they usually stop short! I have already m ,
noted the two most important wants, that of Natives and
Askarls. My final complaint, or at least my final complaint
for this series, is that all other armies aside from the '

Jack Scruby, who does make some French, Germans and even
Italians in various scales, has continuously claimed that his
figures can be used for other nationalities: Egyptians for other Askarls, Australians for Germans, etc. As
much as this would simplify things, I am afraid that this just is not true. There is some similarity, and
with great effort the differences can be overcome. But in all cases the headgear, coats (cuffs and collars)
trousers, equipment and even footwear is entirely different. Nor does this claim take into account the
several uniform changes among all armies between 1880 and 1914. It is rather like asking a collector to use
a figure of Napoleon as Nelson. We should again remember the words of the memorable history 1066 And All
Tha G. "Napoleon ought never to be confused with Nelson, in spite of their hats being so alike; they can most
easily be distinguished from one another by the fact that Nelson always stood with his arm like_tha^, while
Napoleon always stood with his arms like that."

If wargamers and figure makers take my comments seriously (and I hope they do) there should be a new
demand for more types of native armies and Askaris, and more figures will be produced. And if more native
armies are made there will be the need for more European armies - always in proper proportions to the
natives, of course! Then the editor of Savage and Soldier will do nothing but publish articles on how to
use the figures we have rather than how to scrounge for the figures we need!

What are the Colonial armies that are Ignored? Practicslly all the major Colonial Powers of the nine
teenth century (Prance, Germany, Turkey and Russia), all the minor Colonial Powers (Spain, Portugal and
Belgium), all those trying to become Colonial Powers (Italy, Japan, the United States), and all those trying
to avoid being made Colonies (China, Persia, Cuba, the Phlllplnes).

I am sure that every one of these areas will be covered by somebody all In good time. Perhaps my grand
children will be able to enjoy them (a long-term prediction considering that I am not married, nor, for that
matter, do I have any children). But cease the flights of fancy, get down to business, and see what can
actually be done.

France and Germany do have some representatives in wargame scales. Jack Scruby used to make several
figures for both in 30mm and 25mm. French troops could even use the Egyptian Camel corps figure with minor
conversions for use as a Foreign Legion camel or mule trooper. But no longer. In 30mm and 25mm his French
and Germans have been drastically reduced (and there Is no longer the Egyptian to be pressed into service),
though the French still have a wider selection In 25mm than the Germans.

Deficiencies in the French line can be made up from any maker who has either a Franco-Prussian or World
War I series, for there you can often get Chasseur d'Afrique, Spahis, Zouaves as well as Marines or regulars
that can be painted as Legionaires or Colonial Light Infantry. In 30mm Stadden's World War I French and
Suren's Franco-Prussian War figures come to the rescue - or a rescue of sorts. For the French line to be
complete there Is still needed a wide variety of Legionaires in different types of uniforms (sun helmet,
short coat, or shirt sleeves), camel and mule mounted troops, Askarls by the dozens (Algerian, Senegalese,
Malagasy, Hausa, Indo-Chinese, In 19th century and World War I uniforms), and even metropolitan Colonial
troops in the uniforms of different periods. There is also a need for equipment like the mitrailleuse,
artillery, and other machine guns.

Taken in all, the French are in far better condition than the Germans. Perhaps it is because they
started their Empire earlier. For a nation with such a small Colonial Empire the Germans had quite a var
iety of troops and uniforms, not only among Askaris, but among Marines and European Schutztruppen. These
uniforms can be found in Funcken's books on World War I and modern uniforms and in Tradition. But this di
versity is not reflected in the available figures which are made only by Scruby and van Tubergen of Command
Post. Van Tubergen's Germans are for the Middle East of World War I so the two cannot really be combined.
I have advised in Savage and Soldier, and will continue to do so until full-round makers add sufficient
Germans to their lines, that anyone interested in the Germans should switch to flats. Not only is there a
variety of German troops (Marines, in different uniforms, mounted infantry, camel corps, infantry, Askaris,
artillery and machine guns), there is also a variety of German opponents (Herero, Ovambo, Masai and East
Africans). It is natural for German makers to go into such detail, and I do not demand It of full-round
makers. But the Germans dd merit more attention than they have so far received.

What about other periods and p»wers? Command Post has come out with some World War I Turks, and this
is most welcome. Turks are generally ignored though they fought Napoleon, Russia, the Italians, Arabs and

Greeks, Serbians and British. Scruby now has some 9nmi Turks, and there is a wider selection of 25mm



Napoleonic Turks. These are generally considered as ASkaris, and this is not accurate. I would suggest that
for the Napoleonic period the modern Turkish regulars be treated as Europeans while the more numerous and
archaic Jannissaries (who still used match-locks) be considered the Askaris of the period. Irregulars and
Bashi-Bazouks can serve as native levies. After the destruction of the Janissaries in 1826 the Turkish army
should again be represented by a small core of regulars with various reservists (Landwehr and Landsturm)
serving as "Askaris." These, perhaps, should be dressed in obsolete uniforms. French Zouaves at a pinch,
and.Suren's Egyptians can be made into Turks of the 1870s-1890s, but with the start Command Post has made, I
hope other makers will follow suit.

Italy, Japan and Russia should not be ignored. Soruby has two Italians in 25mm, but two figures do not
an army make. He used to have Russians and Japanese, as did S.A.E., but no' longer. Again, flat makers
cover all three nations (as well as the Turks) far better than full-round makers.

When we come to Americans there is a different picture. Bugle and Guidon make excellent 30mm Indians
and U.S. Cavalry, as does Miniature Figurines for a smaller scale. But we do not have Americans of later, or
even earlier periods in any great numbers for fighting Spaniards and Mexicans. Again it is a matter of what
nsed to be. Jack used to have Spanish-American War Americans in 50mm and 25mm. His Spanish enemies never
materialised and both lines have since been dropped. Certainly somebody could add them. My national pride
is beginning to rise - after all, this was our first Imperial adventure. It impressed you British enough at
the time, so don't try to be smug and ignore it now!

Various other wars could be added to the above, ■''he Boxer Rebellion, the Franco-Mexican War of 1865-
1867 (which included French, Algerian, Sudanese and Belgian troops), the Riel Rebellion and other Canadian
adventures. Really, a very small portion of Colonial wars is currently being tapped by the emphasis on the
British army of the late nineteenth century and only a few of their enemies.

For some of these periods figures do exist that can be converted. And while converting is a joy all its
o-wn, it loses some attraction when you have to convert every figure for an entire army (and some figure
makers get nasty if you try to make moulds out of converted figures of theirs). And when figure makers in
clude Spaniards, Portuguese, Danes, Swedes, Oldenbergers, Wurtembergers, Hamburgers and Frankfurters in the
Napoleonic period, as well as French in 1810 and 1815 shakos, Prussians in 1806 and 1812 uniforms, Austrians
in 1809 and 1812 uniforms, or British in 1801 and 1810 uniforms, is it too much to ask to provide troops of
the various Colonial Powers with a similar representative variety? This argument applies equally to native
states who at the end of the nineteenth century fielded armies far larger than some of the petty states now
included in Napoleonic ranges.

This point has been argued, perhaps not cogently but persistently for three articles. That should be
enough for readers and writer alike. Shamus Wade in one of his old "Janker Wallah" articles in The Dispatch
said many years ago that the Napoleonic period was being done to death and more attention should be paid to
other periods hitherto excluded. So now the doors of the world are swung wide open to us. Like the Imper
ialists of old we have only to go forth into these new, unexplored and unknown areas to find adventure, fame
and fortune. For wargamers I emphasise the first two goals, for figure makers the last. As an added incen
tive I promise any manufacturer of wargame scale figures who has read this series and takes it to heart, a
special review article in Savage and Soldier for every new, complete (or nearly so) line of a Colonial period
or army you come out with. You need only send me a list of each new line as it comes out. With an offer
like that (not to mention the promise of free beer mentioned earlier), who among you can resist? Who among
you will?

Recommended reading on Other Colonial Wars (in conjunction with the bibliographies in the first tw»
articles of this series):

France

Kanya-Forstner, A.S., The Conquest of the Western Sudan. A Study in French Military Im-perialism, N.Y.,
1969.

Knight, Madagascar in War Time, London, 1896.
McAleavy, H., Black Flags in Vietnam. London, I968.
West, Congo.. N.Y.. 1972.

Bley, H., South West Africa under German Colonial Rule 1894-1914. Northwestern, 1971.
Esterhuyse"] J.H., South West Africa. 188Q-1894. Cape Town, I968.
Rudin, H.R., Germany in the Cameroons. 1884-1914. London 1958.
Townsend, M.E., The Rise and Fall of Germany's Colonial Empire. N.Y., 1950.

Kinross, Lord, Ataturk. N.Y., I965.
Oilier, E., Cassell's Illustrated History of the Russo-Turkish War. 2 Vols., London 1880.
The Ottoman Reconquest of Arabia. 1871-1875 - "History Today", November I965.

Abbot, G., The Holy War in Trinoli. London. 1912.
Berkeley, The Cam-paign of Adowa and the Rise of Menelik. London 1902 & Negro Universities Press reprint

1965.

Furneaux, R., Abdel Karim. Emir of the Rif. London I967.
Woolman, D., Rebels in the Rif. Stanford, I968.
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BURNSIDE OR WELLINGTON?

Harold Gerry

It is some time since I have seen (in the "Newsletter" at any rate) any mention of wargames involving
overall commanders who had to direct operations without seeing the battlefield, from another room in fact.
As many who have joined the hobby in recent years may not have tried this system, it might be useful to
describe one or two of the experiments we made in Hertfordshire some years ago. Most wargamers fight
battles as if they were front-line generals of the Wellington or Sustavus Adolphus type, able to see most
of what is going on up and down the field, and able to move troops quickly to meet quickly changing Situa
tions. This is very satisfying, and of course historically realistic in its own way. But it is well worth
trying the problems of "blind" command as well, as they give quite a different kind of game, and of course
commanders often had to control battles in this way when the extent of the front lines or the difficulty of
the terrain made close control impossible. Burnside controlling the Battle of Predericksburg from the other
side of the Rapahannock is an obvious example (l must admit I put him in the title rather that Hutusov just
to lure the A.C.W. buffs!).

An early wargame which we fought in this way was a 1752 period action in the ooirrse of a campaign. A
Hanoverian army had to hold a wide bridgehead area until Hessian reinforcements reached them from across the
river. A Bavarian army had arrived to try and prevent the junction, but was hampered by having to cover a
vital supply base at the same time. Two players actually moved the figures and made local tactical decis
ions based on what they could see. Scale was one inch = 100 yards, so on level ground recognition of troops
was sometimes down to as little as 8 inches. These players reported any enemy units visible to their own
figures, to two other players who sat in another room with only rough maps of the area to plan from, and no
idea where the enemy were until they built up some kind of picture from these reports. As one of the
strategic planners (l had the Bavarians), I can confirm that we both ordered a very cautious advance, throw
ing out light troops and keeping a strong reserve against attacks from unexpected directions. This is as it
should be, but how often do you see this in wargames?

It must have been absolute anguish at times for our tactical men. ^he Hanoverian planner brought his
reinforcements (when they came on to the table eventually) over to his centre, being fresh troops, and sent
some weaker forces to a hill on his right wing, then realised this would lose time, and weaken his right, so
sent new orders which made the wretched units march back again to their original stations. I in my turn
over-reacted to a small raid which seemed to threaten my supply base, so that my reserve in making a detour
to check this threat arrived just too late to stiffen a centre then under heavy frontal attack.

This really was a wargame with a difference. One thing which emerged was that it is useful if you know
your subordinate's style of handling troops. It would be easy to order an objective which a player new to
you just would not reach in time, or to order an advance which will bring a more impetuous player into a
ghastly ambush. A minor snag was that the occasional situation report from the tactical players was in
danger of giving the very bird's eye view which we were trying to avoid. For example "Enemy on the Ossen-
berg, may I attack?" The point being that said enemy comprised two small units well out of reach of their
supports, ^he tactical player can see behind the wargame hills that the supports are well behind, and drop
a broad hint, although in real life he would not know what an opportuinity was being presented, lut this
was overcome in later games by always having an umpire, who doubled as message-carrier also, and could dis
allow vinreal reports or orders. In addition, for all these games, we had very small order strips prepared,
on which only the most realistically short messages could be written.

A huge Seven Years War game on a 10' x 5' table, then a Waterloo on a 12' x 4' table were equally
successful, as by now the tactical players had learned the art of brief but really useful reporting, and
the backroom commanders had learned not to keep interfering, and how to let tt' ; run when the overall plan
had been put into action. Again, agreed limits to table visibility, or, mor important, recognition of
units, proved to be essential.

One epic game of this kind was a Napoleonic involving French and Bavarians fighting British and groups
of Spanish guerillas round a small harbour town. Ships were involved, and six players were crowded round an
8' X 5' table in a spare room upstairs, with two commanders down in the kitchen. This game was quite memor
able for the complete gulf between what the commanders thought was important and what the actual players
were worried about. The French commander became obsessed with getting his centre corps to take the key
Grunberg hill, ^he corps General's own eyes saw a steep hill far away covered with horrible batteries, and
much bigger dangers threatening his flanks, and a game within a game developed as he tried to get out of
actually carrying out the orders. The poor chap could not report the true situation, as officially he could
not 'see' the trap far ahead. Then a seventh tactical player arrived about half-way through and took over
command of a hard-preseed Bavarian brigade holding a dangerous 'hinge' sectoui.of the front. What we did not
realise for quite some time, due to the general din with everybody talking at once at times, was that the
newcomer had come from an after-work celebration, and wasn't seeing the figures too clearly. Some kind of,
desensitising fluid waa being passed round at our own game, so we made things worse, unwittingly. But for
all that he made a fine job of handling his troops, though he had to ask me sometimes what the order slips
said. Actually, the main British attack had switched elsewhere by now, but the delighted French commander
downstairs began to se^e this player as the saviour of his side in a sense, and in the end sent up a message
"Herewith Legion d'Honnextr". This sector had been inactive for some time!

We eventually chainged to other ways of representing the fog of war, but it is well worth trying the
remote control arrangfjment if you ever have the chance. At its best, it simulates the problems of command
very well, at its lowost, it gives both tactical and strategical players who lose the best excuses ever.
After all, it was onl.y partly your fault.

SOLDIERING IN COMFORT't The small classified advertisement in the French Newspaper, "France-Soir", offered a
comforting appeal to job-hunters. It promised immediate engagements, security for the future, social status,
foreign postings, professional training! The ad. was placed by the French Foreign Legion.



GUEST of the MONTH

p. Haythornthwaite

"0 wad some pow'r the giftie gie us
To see oursels as others see us"

(Robert Burns)

I believe I am correct in my assumption that members of the higher echelon of the wargaming fraternity
have of late been concerned with the "public image" of the hobby, as presented to the public at Conventions
and demonstration wargames. There is, on the surface, no reason why wargamers should not be considered as
a branch of the more serious military hobby speotr\im (which already embraces history, militaria-collecting,
modelling, etc.,) especially as a number of leading wargamers are also authors of military history of
international repute. However, when one hears of wargames involving Tolkienesque wizards, dragons and
elves - not to mention those reproducing "Star Trek" (complete with bog-eyed monsters) - I confess to feel
ing not a little disquiet that those who play with monsters and death-rays should be (in the eyes of the
general public) classed under the same tent as serious military students.

As far as the "public image" of wargaming is concerned, the following account - I hasten to add not at
all fictionalised - might be of interest to those concerned with the public relations angle of the hobby.
I hope the following won't cause offence; wargamers will (l hope) realise that I write with affection and
good humour, though with the bewilderment common to all outsiders upon looking in. Any resemblance to
persons living or otherwise is purely intentional, though with the names changed to protect the author.

I have never been an active wargamer; my spare time has to date been spent on research and writing on
the more serious aspects of the military spectrum, on history and costume. But out of curiousity I have
read books and rules on wargaming by the dozen, so am not a complete novice at the subject. When I heard,
therefore, that a large demonstration wargame was being mounted for public examination within a short dis
tance, I decided to see what I had been missing.

I rolled up at the appointed time and entered the hall which was to contain the battle, previously
broadcast as a re-fight of Quatre Bras, an action which I had researched quite deeply. Pull of expectation,
I entered. As a part-time model-maker, I could fully appreciate the ingenuity which had constructed the
battlefield (mounted on two table-tennis tables); it was a remarkable reconstruotion of the actual terrain.
I awaited the beginning of the action with enthusiasm.

Before the opposing forces made their appearance, I was attracted to a "Brown Bess" musket on display
on a side-table, whose owner, one Jim, was talking quite knowledgeably about the firearm. The fact that he
knew his subject raised my hopes for the ensuing conflict even higher - but I should have known better.
After a short perambulation around the room, I returned to find Jim discussing his contribution to the war-
game - a brigade of immaculate Nassauers, to whom he was referring with an affection which belied the fact
that they were but small pieces of metal. "I'd stake my life on them; they once charged uphill and took a
battery, and then repulsed the Guard Dragoons - single-handed!" Was this apparently intelligent, sane
person talking about little bits of painted tin as if they lived and breathed - or was I hearing things?

Pondering this, I moved back to the table where the opposing armies were at last being deployed. A
long-haired gentleman was unpacking his troops, and I politely enquired who they were - "Kozuks" he muttered
giving me a baleful glare. I was about to punch him in the mouth when I caught sight of his men - squadrons
of COSSACKS. No doubt some of Platov's finest, but at Quatre Bras? Aware of my recent misjudgement of the
gentleman, I nervously ventured to say as much, and he eyed me as one might look at a Martian. "I only
finished painting them last night" he said, which he apparently considered sufficient explanation.

I moved off in search of sanity, and came across a small, cross-eyed man marshalling some beautifully
painted companies of Imperial Guardsmen. I remarked on the high quality of his painting; he replied that
he couldn't talk very well as he had mislaid his top set the day before (which fact he demonstrated by
gaping open his mouth in a most unnerving fashion), and then proceeded to go into a well-rehearsed monologue
about the merits of Napoleon. "Do you believe in reincarnation?" he said. I should have run away then. But
before 1 could answer, he explained that he had just realised why he had such an affinity with the Emperor
- in a previous existence he had been Napoleon. That explained why he had an ulcer, as well as other ail
ments which he enumerated. Of course; so simple when you think about it. Follow that, I thought. How
does one follow a madman - with a net?

At the other side of the table I heard "Wellington" - a mournful-looking postman complete with cap
(which I expect he thought added a certain martial air) - discussing whether or not the Royal Fusiliers
wore fur caps in action. At last I was on firm ground, on a subject familiar to me. I ventured my thoughts
on the matter, but was halted by the sight of the "Royal Fusiliers" \inder discussion; they had fur caps all
right, but wore white jackets and sky blue breeches as well - they were Hungarians. At Quatre Bras? Of
course - their owner didn't want to repaint them.

Another commander was deploying troops from a box labelled "4th Tennessee". I was prepared for any-
thing by this time, so it came as no surprise to learn that as their uniforms were the same basic colour as
those of the Brunswick Avant-garde, they "doubled" in both American Civil War and Napoleonic armies. I re
frained from remarking that their "Stars and Bars" flag looked a little out of place; it somehow didn't
seem to matter, as the 4th Tennessee Brunswickers were brigaded with some Union Zouaves. I hadn't coirrage
to enquire who they represented - Hobbits, perhaps?

At last the battle got under way, with our resurrected Napoleon ordering "Marshal Ney" - an acBe-fereed



yauth who was apparently Napoleon's son - to attack the Allied right flank. Jim of the "Brown Bess" had set
up his Nassauers on this flank, and then had gone off in search of a cup of tea, foolishly leaving his
Nassauers under the eye of young Ney - who promptly faced them about to oppose the other Allied troops,
announcing to all within earshot that they had changed sides. This naturally increased Wellxngton's melan
choly, and he moved half his centre to annihilate the Nassauers. When Jim returned from his foraging, all
his pride and joy were either dead or fled, and'he went off to sulk after lashing Ney with some well-chosen
words, to the great delight of the hordes of small children pressing round the table, making a noise that
would have drowned any battery of artillery.

As the battle progressed, I made an interesting observation that the increasing volubility of our lat-
terday Napoleon bore a direct correlation ; with the amount of alcohol he was freely imbibing after every
dice-throw. I wonder if this is a phenomenon common to all wargamers???

The climax came when Napoleon hit the weakened Allied centre with all his cavalry. There was a furious
battle of words - far fiercer than anything which had thus far taken place on the table - over whether he^
could charge so far without receiving a volley, which debate was almost resolved by actual physical conflict
between the rival commanders, but Wellington was forced by weight of opinion to relent. The Hungarians were
caught in line and ridden down, and the Tennessee Brunswickers fled. The tension was electric. Only a
battalion of Highlanders stood between the French and victory; the Allies hadn't even an odd Dragoon to
throw into the fight. But Wellington had his ace up his sleeve; three exquisite horse artillery teams, : /
which he had deployed at his rear before the battle began and since then moved them about aimlessly in ever-
decreasing circles until it seemed that they would vanish up their own gun-barrels. It was obvious to all
that they were his pride and joy, and now they could save him. A few rounds of canister judiciously placed,
then his untouched left wing would have time to arrive, and the day would be saved. I suggested as much to
the postman-Duke. He looked at me in astonishment, then said: "It took me three weeks to paint that battery.
I'm not letting his scruffy voltigeurs get their hands on them", and removed them instantly from the field.

That was enough - I beat a strategic withdrawal while still in possession of my sanity. I hadn't
exactly wasted the afternoon - after all, I now knew how the Kozuks routed the 4th Tennessee at Quatre Bras;
perhaps I could use that in my next book. And I know enough wargamers to be convinced that they are not a]^
mad, though what the other spectators seeing their first wargame must have thought I tremble to imagine;
but my bewilderment at how one can regard small pieces of metal and plastic as having an entity of their
own was only increased. But for the main participants of the day's events, for Napoleon, Wellington, Ney,
Jim and Co., they had a marvellous time - which is really what the whole business is about - isn't it??

MANOEUVERING OF 'PIKE' COLUMNS

Terence Wise

LEAT 'I H CC''. tH€D PiCArjbO

I have just finished writing a book on the armies of
Mediaeval Europe for Osprey's Men-at-Arms series and it appears
to me that there is still considerable confusion about 'pike-
men' of the 14th and 15th centuries. Mercenaries armed with
six foot spears had been hired by European countries since the
late 11th /early 12th centuries for the Crusades, and fought in
most European battles of the 13th and 14th centuries in support
of the cavalry, orossbowmen and longbowmen. These were often
men from the Low Countries. In the first half of the 14th

century the Scots and Brabanters were using a longer spear with
a smaller head, between 10 and 12 feet long overall. This was
in effect an early pike. All these troops are usually referred
to as spearmen and are known to have been unable to manoeuvre
quickly. I believe this was because of the spears passing be
tween the ranks, as you say in the problem posed, although it
may merely have been because of heavy armour, a large shield,
and lack of a drill and training, since the Swiss would have
had similar problems yet it did not prevent them manoeuvering
swiftly.swiftly.

German mercenary infantry of about 1530

"v-tpiixeiovf. To A't't-lw'AC fi W.ti Koitrtrtr*

The first Swiss 'pikes' were no different to the longer spears of the Scots and Brabanters but after
Arbedo (I422) the shaft was lengthened to 15 feet and by the late 15th century to 18 feet. From 1339 the
Swiss of the League used these pikes against the forces of the Holy Roman Empire:- on the defensive, 1st
rank kneeling with pike held low and butt resting on ground behind them, 2nd rank stooping with butt held
under right foot, 3^3 rank with pike at waist level, 4th rank pike at head level; for advancing, held
horizontally at chest level, right arm back, left arm forward. Other ranks kept their pikes upright until
needed. So the problem cannot be that 'pikemen' could not manoeuvre because of shafts passing between the
ranks from the rear in the manner stated.

The Swiss made such large columns highly mobile by the lack of heavy equipment, tight discipline and
intensive training - rare at that time - so that the columns were able to manoeuvre swiftly and take the
offensive even against cavalry. They could advance rapidly for over a mile with pikes levelled and strucK
with almost the force of heavy cavalry. Help with rules I cannot give, as my own mediaeval armies have not
yet spread to include the Swiss (I'm working forwards from the Crusades and have only got to circa 1450 so
far) although my spearmen cannot change formation if an enemy force is within missile range (excluding
engines and cannon) or direction if an enemy force is within charge range, thus rendering the spearmen
mainly static once in their position, as indeed they were.

The character of light infantry and of warfare in general was changed by the introduction of the rifle,
an accurate missile weapon that was expensive to produce and slow to load so that only light infantry units
and selected individuals in line companies were equipped with the rifle until well into the 19th century.



BORED?

Steve Douglas

I have noticed a certain reticence on the part of British Wargamers to play board wargames as opposed to
miniatures. I recall the days when Avalon Hill was the sole company involved and Don in the Newsletter would
often suggest board games as useful "fillers" for a wargames evening, should the "real" wargames terminate at
an early hour. This, as I am sure Don would now agree, considerably underratesthe potential of the board war-
games,

I feel that people unfamiliar with board games tend to have an impression of it being a narrow field.
Perhaps this is derived from the period when Avalon Hill stood alone and produced the true board game whose
physical appearance was readily identifiable with Waddihgton's products. Whereas today the paper game is ten
times more common than a true board game. Board games are in fact extremely diverse in nature, covering all
periods from Darius to Dayan. They also cover a complete range of command level from a section as in 'Sniper'
through small combat teams, e.g. 'Panzerblitz' and on to army groups e.g. 'K\irsk' and 'Citadel' and finally
complete fronts such as 'Drang Nach Osten'. The games are generally of two types, either a campaign such as
'Dunkerque' or a specific battle such as 'Manassas' or 'Hue'. All the units involved are represented and
their relative strengths and time of entry into the theatre of operations are carefully researched. This is
one point I think all wargamers should note, the sheer amount and accuracy of research is often staggering.
Sometimes this even oreatgsa game problem in itself. The game 1914 for instance, involves a mass of units
which trundles along and invariably end in an immovable deadlock. The game may be terribly boring and tedi
ous to play, but as a representation of the Western Front of the First World War surely it is a credit to the
designer, (incidentally, for this period the Marne is a much better game).

However, needless to say board games do have their problems, the one which is peculiar to board games
and thus rankles with me most, is that the terrain never changes. Of course, one doesn't expect Benghazi or
TobruJd: to move about much no matter how cold the sands of the desert may grow, but it can have an influence
on the game. Familiarity with a specific board can produce a very significant advantage if careful study is
made of the playing pieces movement and combat capability relative to the board. In my opinion this problem
can be overcome in one of four ways.

The first is to buy a lot of games and then play them all infrequently, which will lead to slow expen
sive games. The second, is to ensure that whatever the game is, your opponent has a similar level of exper
ience of that particular game, or else adjust the victory conditions or order of battle slightly, to compen
sate for any significant experience differential. Thirdly is possibly to limit the games played to ones
where terrain is not significant. I am particularly thinking of the tactical air wargames e.g. 'Flying
Circus', 'Von Richtofen's War', 'Spitfire', 'Foxbat' and 'Phantom and Fight in the Skies'. In these games
the emphasis is more on judgement than on intricate detailed knowledge of a particular game. As such, they
seem to come nearer miniatures than other board games.

The fourth way is to have a fair turnover of games which are obtained by subscribing to a magazine such
as "Conflict". This magazine issues one or even two games per issue. The interest in the game is consider
ably enhanced by the magazine itself which devotes historical articles to the subject of the game included
with the magazine. These magazines have other useful material ?(S well. "Conflict" for instance, have
articles on other historical subjects as well as objective game reviews. Either reviewing them in depth
e.g. 'Pournell's Review of France I94O' or in groups relating to the same subject e.g. 'Desert War'. With
so many games available it is very useful to have such games compared as well as reviewed generally.

"Conflict" strikes me as the most comprehensive magazine on military history which also deals with
board games. Another similar magazine is "Strategy and Tactics" which regularly includes a game within its
issues, as well as publicising its numerous other games marketed through S.P.I. Two magazines for game
'Buffs' are "Moves" and the "General", which are house magazines for S.P.I, games and Avalon Hill respec
tively. These magazines concentrate on playing hints and game variants. Other magazines which are inclined
towards board games are "Battleflag", "Panzerfaust" and "Campaign", the first two both having included games
in past issues. "Campaign" incidentally seems almost unknown in Britain, but promises to be very useful to
all wargamers.

I feel I ought to conclude by drawing attention to a couple of the advantages of the board games. One
advantage is portability, the paper games have a map board made of very stout paper. This, together with
the rules can be packed away in a large simple manila envelope, while the playing pieces can be fitted into
a handful of matchboxes. It is certainly a lot easier to carry than an army of miniatures,let alone the
terrain. Another advantage is the universal nature of the rules. While on vacation, despite being thousands
of miles from home I was able to walk into a friendly greeting and the Battle of Waterloo on the same even
ing, and conclude the action. How many miniaturists could attempt this?

If any reader should feel like trying a board game then I would recommend he avoids anything that in-
velvms really grand strategy or anything given a level 3 rating, as these are considered very complex. Two
good games for starters are 'Africa Korps' or 'Kasserins Pass', both dealing with the Desert War.

COLONIAL ARMIES - Continued from Page 12.

H.S. Dtley, R.N., Frontier Regulars. The United S-tates Army and The Indian. 1866-1890. MaoMillan, 1973«
Friedel, P., The Splendid Little War. Bostom, 1958.

Misc. Horrall, S.W., The Pictorial History of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1973.
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During Exercise "Horn Beak" in the French Pyrenees, a Scout helicopter of
No,653 Squadron, Army Air Corps, hovers after take-off. (Photograph by
Sgt. Frank Grimwood, Army Public Relations),
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THE SKIRMISH LINE

SOLO GAMES WITH SKIRMISH RULES

by Ian Colwi l I

Sometime ago we received a letter from a satisfied customer asking how we went about fighting
solo games with Skirmish Rules. Wel l , the answer then was, that we didn't. Steve, Mike
and I al l l ived in Bristol and fought together pretty regularly. Then the situation changed.
Steve went west to Watchet, Somerset, Mike was left in Bristol and I moved east to glorious
Gil l ingham, Kent. The demand for solo rules from my pen now became overwhelming.

There follows some suggestions which wil l mean absolutely nothing to those who don't play
skirmish games - so if you find our ideas at al l interesting, I suggest that you buy a set of our
Skirmish Rules and find out what it is I'm rambling on about.

As in al l skirmish games you begin by selecting your own personal figure. The difference in
a solo game is that this is the only figure you wil l have total control overl

For every other man or woman in the game, be they friend, foe or neutral, follow the following
procedure:

1) Give them al I abil ity and experience ratings.

2) In addition, give them al l a "character rating". In its most simple form this can be:
A Cautious; B Normal; O Rash; but there can be any variety of possibil ities and
particular characteristics can be emphasised, e.g. l ikely to go into a bl ind fury if provoked,
hates Indians and loathes Mexicans, exceptionally loyal / insubordinate.

These characteristics can either be arbitrarily given out or else the decision can be made by
dice.

As I shal l repeatedly refer to decisions being made by dice, I better define what I mean.

Twenty-sided Percentage Dice allow this decision-making role to take on a much greater
realism than was possible with ordinary dice. In any situation where a decision by dice is
required, l ist the possibil ities giving a greater weighting on the most l ikely result^, and throw
the dice.

Possibil ity Unl ikely .. .. 0-5%

Very l ikely .. 6 -40%
Likely .. .. 41 -65%

Unlikely .. .. 66 -70%

Extremely unl ikely

71 -73%

Probable .. .. 74-100% ikiW:
Once you have set the scene and done the "casting" the game begins. Write general orders for
your own force, and for opposing forces you can either -

1) Write no orders at all. Do this when the opposition is unaware of the enemy presence or
the l ikel ihood of an incident.

2) Write several sets of possible orders and decide by dice.

The game starts with men obeying orders or, if they have no orders at al I, acting normally

and in character, e.g. a cautious Sheriff may stay in his office whilst an alert Sheriff would be

prowl ing around - which could be embarrassing.

The fun begins when men have to react. Not only wil l they take the normal time to react but

their reaction wil l be decided by dice. This applies to every man in the game except the player's

own personal figure. The possible reactions should be evaluated after considering the situation

and the character of the man reacting, e.g. a rash novice ordered to cover the rear sees the



enemy. He reacts and then? Does he -tl) Stay in cover and shoot unlikely .. .. 0 - 10/6
2) Start shooting without warning friends very l ikely .. 11 - 50%
3) Start shooting and warn friends l ikely .. .. 51 - 80%
4) Shoot and attack, i.a advance out of cover .. .. possible .. .. 81 -100%

The dice will decide and this reaction wil l continue until the next cause of reaction and
movement, etc. should be directed to this end.

The success or failure of this system depends completely on the honesty and integrity of the
solo player. If honest he will probably only do well when he is lucky, otherwise there wil l be
some pretty close shaves. To help the player we have found it useful to allow him to nominate
the targets for his own personal figure. It can be vital.

This system is clearly designed for the smal l skirmish games with only a few men involved,
particularly for the Old West skirmishes. In a Colonial or Napoleonic situation, it would be
necessary to restrict reaction to group leaders only, and to assume loyalty from the men.

These "rules", if they can be called that, are basics only and the player wil l
meet a number of decisions not covered by them. If he is working in the
spirit of the game he should find it easy to achieve a solution.

As a final postscript, Mike, Steve and I got together again at Easter and
decided to celebrate with a grand reunion battle. Long Haired Steve Curtis,
Botch Blake, and Kid Colwi l l took on the Mexican army. As none of us were

AHH prepared to forego control of his own personal figure, or become the fat
Mexican General, we played a "solo" game - three players on one side and

111111 the dice control l ing the other. You may have caught something of the flavour
of the game in our recent "Long Hair - South of the Border" feature. The
outcome was close - but, of course, we won 1

MICHAEL'S MODELS Avalon Hill Games
BLITZKRIEG

The complete wargame, contains nearly 400 land
and air units representing infantry, armour, para-
troop, artillery, marine, TAG and SAC units. Giant
44"x22" mapboard simulates all tennian conditions.
A realistic simulation. Blitzkrieg fictionalises Ger

many's breakout of W.W.II.

1  GETTYSBURG (Crucial Battle of the American Civil War)

2 WATERLOO (The Final Defeat of Napoleon)

3 D-DAY (The Allied Invasion of Europe 1944)

NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL STORE

or In case of difficulty, direct, p.&p. 20p per game

4 STALINGRAD (The Turning Point of the Russian Campaign) £4.99
5 AFRIKA KORPS (The North Africa 1941-43) £4.99

land 6 ruilDWAY (Carrier Warfare in the Pacific) £4.99
para- 1 battle of the bulge (Ardennes 1944) £4.99
Giant ® blitzkrieg (Hypothetical Strategic fVlodern Warfare) £5.45
tionS KRIEGSPIEL (Hypothetical Modern Warfare) £5.45
^  ' 11 PANZERBLITZ (Tactical Warfare on the Eastern Front
Ger- W.W.II) £5.99

12 LUFTWAFFE (Allied Bomber Offensive on Germany) £5.99
13 ORIGINS OF W.W.M (The Power Struggle preceding

W.W.II) £5.99
14 FRANCE 1940 (Germany's Invasion of France) £5.99

£4.99 15 RICHTHOFEN'S WAR (Tactical Aerial Warfare W.W.II) ... £5.99
£4.99 16 OUTDOOR SURVIVAL (Manhunt In the Wilderness) £6.60
£4.99 23 TACTICS M (Two Nations in Conflict) £3.95

Retailers' Inquiries welcomed

646 High Rd., N. FInchley N12 ONL 01-445 6531

•-n The COLUMN, LINE AND SQUARE BATTLE MANUAL by J. Bauman and
IT F.^ietraeyer now available. These complete and oomprehen-
1  5.ive rules for the most widely played Napoleonic minia-
il^^Ttures game in the U.S. are arranged in an Easy Finder sys-
./'c/ tem for quick reference. The 170 pages contain chapters

on Game Design, Hosting, Organization of the Major Powers,
I  Stand Sizes for 30, 25, and 20 mm scale figures, and for

beginners. Send check forj[2,95 Musketeer Publications
^  Dept w. Box 773, Yuba City, OA 95991.



LETTERS
"I find that I must side with Mr. Switzer in his letter to the Wargamer's Newsletter reprinted on page

23 of your April, 1974 edition. Not that I am not glad that they lost, but honour should be paid where
honour is due. They were the ultimate reserve of the German nation and should be respected for their accom
plishments in the face of overwhelming odds.

Perhaps, as Southerners, my people are a little more acquainted with the defence of lost causes. At any
rate, you will find some mention of the Cadet Corps of V.M.I, which engaged successfully in a battle at New-
ffarket,, Virginia, in I865. The cadets who fell in that battle are still recalled in the traditions of the
Institute, and to my mind, this is correct.

Would not the Boy Scouts of England have turned out to fight the Invader with sticks, stones, pitchforks
and knives if the Germans had landed in 1940? Agreed the Germans had started the war in an ill cause, and
their leaders were neither Christian nor gentlemen; but when called out in the ultimate crises of patriotism,
they responded to defend their homes and the honour of their mothers and sisters."

S.A.Cochran Jr, of Texas, U.S.A.

—-ooOoo—-

"The new issue of Wargamer's Newsletter has just arrived. Goodness, had I known that you would publish
my scattered, ill-organised remarks, I would have done a proper piece for you! As it was, you should perhaps
add a footnote to the following effect:

Minneapolis-St.Paul wargaming is not limited to the University of Minnesota club, as might be the con
clusion to be drawn from my last letter. There are a number of clubs and groups in these two cities, and
the University club is just one of these. Our campus group is mainly a board-game group, although there are
many members with miniatiires interests as well. On the latter topic, there is a fine local shop here - La
Belle Alliance, on Excelsior Boulevard in Minneapolis - which specialises in miniatures and supplies of all
sorts. The kindly proprietors of this shop utilise the back room for a large, well-organised, and heavily
attended Napoleonics miniatures game. In the Spring and Summer it is planned to complete this campaign and
take up an English Civil War campaign. The Royalists and the Roundheads are signing up even now, buying
figures, and organising their regiments" I shall probably take a small role in this: my historical ancestors
seem to have been solidly Puritans, but my direct forebearers were out of England by 1629 anyway! So I shall
enlist in this campaign as a Royalist - out of a general feeling of loyalty to the Parliamentarians! After
all, I have found from experience that whichever side I take loses, and my presence is more of a danger to
friend than to foe... I shall thus take Bard's Regiment and see if an ill-timed cavalry charge can lose this
battle, as he did his real one.

There is also a well-organised on-going Fantasy campaign here, using the "Dungeons and Dragons" rules
developed by Gary Gygax and Lave Aj-neson of Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Our kindly referee, Mike Maarnard
(spelling?) runs groups of adventuresome warriors, elves, dwarves and other sundry folk around in his person
al subterranean labyrinth as he sees fit, usually with fatal results to everybody as they encounter Ores,
Balrogs, and other Tolkienesque denizens of the underground - a bit like the London "Tube" on a Saturday
night, eh? ' is is not strictly a "war" game - at least not in its early stages, where parties of players
band together and explore for treasure and "experience points" - but it can develop into a full-fledged
battle campaign a-la-Tolkien at a later stage when players begin to carve out baronies and empires for them
selves. It is played mainly with a book of rules (3 vols.!), graph paper, and plenty of imagination at
first. I personally find it great fun, although it is not at this stage really a "war" game for me.

There are several other major efforts in wargaming here as well, but I am personally less familiar with
them and their activities.

Re my last letter; I have now got in touch with a kind person who is going to loan me a set of most of
the "Slingshot" back issues for Xeroxing. As I said previously, I find that the historical research and
excellence of many of these articles, as well as many in your magazine, of permanent interest, and I am
taking wh steps I can to see that records are kept - at least of the magazines of my personal interest.
Another solution, which some enterprising publisher might adopt, would be to issue a "Best Prom..." title,
with articles taken from a long run of some journal. This would cut down on the personal notes, editorial
comments on club events, and that sort of necessary but ephemeral material. This could be sold in book form.

After an article in one journal dealing with the Indian "Mutiny" of 1856, however, I am a bit nervous
about wargaming books describing Colonial Wars. The "Mutiny" article was so rabidly anti-Indian (it repeated
all the then-current range of horror stories, ignoring the anti-British horror stories which one can now ex
tract from various records). It was rather like reading a book on the Middle East wars written either by a
rabid Zionist or a member of al-Fath. I suppose that the author must necessarily take sides in his treatment
of the issues involved, but having studied and worked with Indian materials for over a quarter of a centtu:y,
I was disgusted with the "Mutiny" article. Shocking propaganda! I have fovmd your own books particularly
unbiased thus far - the result of a broader historical perspective, I think. This perspective is what I hope
we wargamers can acquire from our studies of ancient and modern conflict."

Prof. M.A.H.Barkerof University of Minnesota, U.S.A.

ooOoo—

"I do not see why Jack Hutchings has trouble getting a finish in three hours using W.R.G. Ancient rules.
Most our our evening games here are limited to two hours, and lately have often finished well within the

limit. Could Jack give us some details of the armies and tactics used, and where delays seem to be occ\xring,
"sO that we can help with advice? Big armies of course slow down play, and if both sides staHd" around skirmish-



ing instead of getting stuck in a decisive result may well be elusive, but that is up to the generals, not
the rule makers.

Turning to Peter Tyson and his lancers, I am afraid his examples do not convince me. Beating even elite
Spanish cavalry in the Peninsular was nothing to boast about, and the British hussars failure to beat sta
tionary lancers jammed in a village street is not a real test of efficiency in normal cavalry combat. So far
from the lancers at Quatre Bras giving the Household a struggle, they seem to have broken before contact, In-
oidently, the lance does not out-reach a sword thrust delivered with a shortened stirrup, though it certainly
does a cut,"

Phil Barker of the Wargames Research Group.

—ooOoo

"I think that the new Newsletter is a far superior presentation to the 'old' and I think it will revita
lise the contributions, which seem to have been flagging a little of late. The greater opportunities to use
illustrations is a tremendous advantage the larger sized pages seem to offer, and you are making full use of
it, (I see you have a copy of "Battles of the Nineteenth Century", 1897 - sterling stuff isn't it?) Ron
Miles ideas in "A Campaign in Three Parts", prove interesting and informative - but will we hear from him on
its' actual progress? The battle report - "Chidley Hamlet" - was clear and excellently illustrated - but why
only one cannon on the side of Parliament, I always thought they were better off in this field than the
Royalists? Still I am certainly no "expert" on the period, D.H.Johnson's article is a plea I wholeheartedly
(though far less knowledgeably) endorse. The Wgst Coast of Africa is a particularly neglected field, and
much more interesting than the plains of the South - let us see a corps of Dahomey Amazons on the field, and
over on the East Coast, some Italians to join with the British to crush the Mahdists!"

D.B.Clark of London,

—ooOoo—

"I have followed with interest the war of words over the playability/realism theme, and thought to put
pen to paper for the first time,

I have been wargaming, on and off, (more off recently) for about 12 years and have almost always gone
solo, I prefer it, enjoying wargaming as a diversion from more mundane matters, such as earning a living,
rather than as an end to itself,

I always feel amused when reading about how other players spend time and money doing the one thing I
think I honestly detest, painting figures! I am probably one of the few that does, although I have discover
ed one kindred soul, but, just because I dislike painting, does this make me any more right than those of you
who do? Of course it does not! And surely this must apply to the playability/realism argument as well.

When I first began I became immersed in masses of rules covering all sorts of possibilities and impossi
bilities, as I think we all do at one time or another, but over the last few years I discover that I have
been enjoying my battles more and my rules have become more and more simple. In fact, when I was browsing
through the past Newsletter an article by Bob O'Brien (January '74) made me recall an incident that could not
have happened under my realistic rules very easily if at all. My records show the incident as:- "Posthumous
Southern Crosses,"

My Confederate troops had pulled back to a ridge after a severe check to their morale, and here, on the
ridge I hoped to stop the Yankees, Now just in front of the ridge was a small cottage into which went five
men, an advance-warning post. When battle was joined the five men went unnoticed at least at first, but
eventually they had callers, not taking to the newcomers they refused them entry, whereupon a furious fight
began, the result being the maintenance of the status quo. The Yankee Commander felt such inhospitable be
haviour most xinseemly towards the 'liberators' of the South, and forthwith sent in the bailiffs, in the guise
of a regiment of Zouaves. The five 'Southern Gentlemen' showed a marked reluctance to show sense and prompt
ly sent the bailiffs on their way, much to the surprise of their boss, and me!

The "battle within a battle" continued Tonabated until the five gentlemen were finally evicted by a
Parrot Gun, how the Yankees keep the parrots in before firing is a mystery to me! Now when the smoke, and
feathers, had settled, it was discovered that the five men had disposed of 57 bailiffs, a piece of finer
fighting I have yet to see equalled. Naturally they were all awarded Posthumous Southern Crosses,

This incident shows what I like to see in a battle, the total illogical action of a man or unit when
faced by appalling odds, and yet they fight on, regardless of the consequences. In a scientific, rule-bound,
logical game, it just cannot happen, I think its a pity. Incidentally, the five heroes were all cotirt-
martialled for failing to give advance warning of the enemy. The court was very magnanimous and sentenced
them to a full Military Funeral!"

Peter Hughes of Basildon, Essex,

"The Newsletter mentions manufacturers conforming to a standard scale and I am in full agreement with
this - so long as they conform to our scale which is designed at 25mm to a 6 foot man. The measurements are
taken from the top of the base to the top of the bare head - the only way it can be measured because to
measure figures from the bottom of the base to the top of the head and call it 25mm is ludicrous. To deter
mine the height of a person, they are measured with bare feet to the top of the head - they do not stick you
on a book, put a hat on your head and then say you are 6 feet. If this had been the case I might have been
in the Guards instead of the Infantry of the Line! One of these days there will be an official complaint
regarding scale-variants and the Government will tell us what we must and must not do. Before this happens,
I sincerely hope that manufacturers will sort the matter out so that the wargamer knows what he is buying
before he buys, I would suggest that the Trades Description Act is being broken in a number of cases where
the figure scale does not comply with the advertised scale,"

Neville Dickinson (Miniature Figurines).
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A few months ago I expressed discontent with my present English Civil War set-up, in the light of the
exceptional new figures produced by Hinohliffe Figures and Miniature Figurines. The situation has been
worsened by the latest package received from Miniature Figurines whose designer appears to surpass himself
with each new issue of figures! This latest batch comprised no less than 25 horsemen for the English Civil
War period - each and every one of them a little gem. There are a range of some 9 Personality figures which
to my untutored eye appear to include Fairfax, Hupert, Charles I, Cromwell and others that I have not been
able to put a name to. Then there are some fine "other ranks" which include Lancers, Dragoons in both
Parliament, Cavalier and Scots dress, plus fine figures with trumpets and drums and a Cavalier and a Round
head each firing a wonderful bell-mouthed blunderbuss. As if that is not enough I can say without any
hesitation that the four sample horses sent me are the finest 25mm horses I have ever seen. All of these
figures are brilliantly detailed, accurately dressed and require no tedious work to clear away flash. So
good is this range that I almost forgot to mention another four beautiful little Janissaries which, when
painted up, must delight the hearts of the Pike and Shot Society.

In connection with these glowing reviews of English Civil War figures, John L, Norris writes:-

"I must thank you for paying me the compliment in the "Must List" of the June Newsletter of quoting
some comments from my review of the foot figures in the Hinchliffe E.C.W. range, which appeared in Arque-
busier Ho. 5. However, I should point out that, while I write E.C.W. figure reviews for Arquebusier, I am
in no way "the official figure reviewer of the Pike and Shot Society", and that although I would claim an
acquaintance with the military aspects of the English Civil War, I must demur at your description of me as
"no less an authority than John Norris". Most flattering, but unfortunately not really justified.

While on the subject of E.C.W. figures, you may be interested to see my review of the Hinchliffe cavalry
and of the first releases in the Garrison ECW range; it appeared in Arquebusier No, 6. What with the re
made Minifigs range as well, ECW enthusiasts are suffering from an 'embarras de choix*. It is a pity that
some of this vast range by Minifigs could not have been devoted to similar armies of the period, such as the
Swedes, for with,the addition of a few special figures for these armies the range would suffice for them as
well. Perhaps such figures will be included in future releases of the new Renaissance range."

From Greenwood and Ball Limited I have received a very large and heavy box of their latest figures
which, as I write, are spread out in front of me. I am very much obliged to this firm for printing on the
base of their figures their catalogue number which enables me to identify them otherwise I would really be
struggling! This package includes some fine Persians including spearmen, archers and a Phrygian armoured
figure with a crested helmet and a double-headed axe; then there are Roman auxiliaries, both foot and mounted,
a Theban Hoplite and a Carthaginian mercenary Numidian javelin man. There are also some fine mounted figures
whioh I lack the knowledge to identify but, on some of the rather attractive horses that are also in the
package, I imagine that they would look really impressive when coloured. After writing my book THE BOWMEN
OF ENGLAND and subsequently a wargames book on the period for:David and Charles, I have become rather fond
of the mediaeval period which seems to me to offer great scope and colour. Greenwood and Ball are obviously
of the same opinion because their new range of knights on foot are most attractive and look exactly like I
imagine they did at the battles of the Hundred Years War. The foot"men-at-arms are represented including one
good figure with a glave then there are two of my beloved longbowmen, one taking an arrow from his belt and the
other firing,together with a figure of their mortal enemies the Genoese crossbowmen - this man in a very good
stance as he winds his crossbow. This English Civil War period must really do something to designers because
here we have Greenwood and Ball vying with the two firms mentioned above in yet another simply superb (and
probably their best) range of wargames figures. For example, the Cavalier and Puritan officers and the
drummer together with the musketeer are simply beautiful figures and their range of pikemen (with pikes of
the right length that really look like pikes) will "push pikes" with the best. The mounted figures of
officers, Puritan and Ironside troopers and cuirassiers are well up to the standard of the other figures. In
their accompanying letter. Greenwood and Ball say "As you can see, we have gone into the Seven Years War with
a vengeanoe ... it has always been a mystery that the era of Frederick the Great is not more popular than it
is and we hope that our new figures will help it along a little or at least relieve the pressure on Napoleon
and Wellington!" I should well imagine that this might happen because these figures are very good and there
is an excellent range of them for Prussia, France, Hungary, Austria and Britain. The British drummer is in a
beautiful stance and, as for all other ranges, the Prussians have officers, standard bearers, drummers,
musketeers, N.C.O's, grenadiers, fusiliers and full range of mounted figures such as cuirassiers, dragoons
with trumpets, standard bearers and officers. It is always annoying to start collecting a period and then
find that one has to wait for the manufacturer to turn out his officers, trumpeters and standard bearers to
make your regiments complete but this is not the case with these fine little Greenwood and Ball figures which
I thoroughly recommend. I do this with some feeling because experience has shown me that the 18th century
lends itself to wargaming perhaps more admirably than any other period, the pace and style of warfare of that
time seems to be simulated far more realistically on the table-top than for any other age^

Last but not least we have the inevitable Napoleonic figures from Greenwood and Ball and ^ hasten to re-
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commend their remarkable selection of Imperial Guard figures, both foot and horse.

John L, Norris writes on thiss-

.  "One new range which I was particularly glad to see mentioned in the "Must List" is the Garrison Seven
Years War range. I have always been surprised at the lack of attention the Seven Years War has received from
wargamers; it seems to me, admittedly primarily interested in periods other than Horse and Musket, that the
Seven Years War is one of its most interesting parts, not least because the scales have not yet tipped too
far against the cavalry and armies have not yet become the conscript masses of the Napoleonic Wars.

One reason for this has perhaps been the comparative lack until recently of good 25mm figures and easily
available uniform information, and another the absence of a specialist society or magazine covering the Seven
Years War. I have long awaited the appearance of a good range of 25mm figures for "der alte Fritz's" army.
These new Gapison figures seem to me just right for the Seven Years War, and as if they were not enought, I
understand that Minifigs intend to remake their range.

MTU. availability of uniform information has also been drastically increased by the recent publication ofFrederick the Great's Army" by Osprey and "The Army of Frederick the Great" by David and Charles. The
latter is a really comprehensive guide, but the former is better for uniform colour details. Osprey have
also published "The Austro-Hungarian Army of the Seven Years War", and I understand that Greenwood and Ball
have in preparation a comprehensive painting guide to cover the entire Garrison Seven Years War range, in
cluding figures not yet released.

ij conclude by saying that I am currently building up a Prussian Army from the Garrison figures, andShould be very glad to hear from anyone in the London area interested in Seven Years War gaming. If there is
enough interest, we might even be able to organise regular meetings."

Prom Shamus O.D.Wade, 37 Davis Road, Acton, London W.3., comes list K44 of secondhand 54mm figures and

for which'^only a f™^flgure''^r°"^''^^-^''d°^'^ interest to those wargamers fighting Skirmish Wargames

instructions^ a fine example to other manufacturers.
much better than that can you? I am well aware that it is far beyond my capabilities to make but I am certain
that many of the readers of this magazine, who have not already done so, might well contemplate embarking upon
this figure as a diversion from painting little vargames men.

M  helped in our early days of painting-up figures by the excellent coloured cards of Rene
noa S* : Rene's death these cards were taken over by John Edgecumbe (who graces the floor at Tradition,188 Piccadilly, London W.I.). John tells me that some of the early cards that have long been out of print or
in very short supply are now available - these include Austrian artillery; Swiss regiments in French service;
British Volunteer Regiments; Polish cavalry; British line regiments; British Overseas Units; French Coast
lu i infantry; Berthier's Neuchatel Bn; Belgian light cavalry and Russian artillery - all forthe Napoleonic period needless to say. If you are interested in these figures write to John Edgeoumbe at Plat
A, 6 Willow Road, Hampstead, London NW3 ITH.

The forthcoming bi-centenary of the American Revolution has caused a spate of books to be published in
that country. Prom Bellerophon Books of 155 Steuart Street, San Francisco, CA.94105, can be obtained several
books or paper soldiers of the American Revolution painted in black-and-white; figures are identified and come
with painting instructions. Ihe price is ̂ 2.50. Dover Publications Inc., of New York (I have no other
address; has issued a colouring book by Peter P. Copeland entitled "Uniforms in the American Revolution". It
has full-page black-and-white illustrations of uniforms; background material and colouring instructions are
provided. In addition, the front and back covers have smaller versions of all the uniforms in colour. It
sells at {il.25.

Also from America can be obtained a new paperback book entitled "The Western Paintings of Prank G. Mc
Carthy" (published by Ballantine Books of New York) and it includes 45 paintings of cowboys, Indians and
caitalry in full colour plus two on the covers in a book sized 9i x 11 inches and priced at ̂ 4.95.



Board gamers will be interested to know that Avalon Hill are starting a Mail Order line of boardgames
which will not be sold in stores but can only be purchased direct from Avalon Hill. Subscribers to the
Avalon; Hill magazine The General will not have to pay postage costs as there will be postage coupons, in the
magazine. Avalon Hill schedule five Mail Order games this year and two new retail games one of which will
interest wargamers and is entitled "Third Reich". The Mail Order titles are redesigned and re-issued games
of "Anzio"; "Jutland"; "Chancellorsville" and "Alexander the Great" together with "Panzer Leader" - a Vest
Front Panzer blitz game with four boards and three sets of xmit counters.

This information and a whole host more is obtained from John Mansfield's bi-weekly magazine SIGNAL which
can be obtained eight copies for a pound to English subscribers. Send postal orders (no cheques) to John
Mansfield, Signal, P.O.Box SJO, C.F.P.O. 5056, 757 Baden-Baden 1, West Germany.' If you want to be kept up-
to-date with the latest boardgames then this magazine is essential.

A few months ago when in the offices of Arms and Armour Press, Lionel Leventhal proudly showed me the
initial layouts for the new illustrated series of KEY UNIFORM GUIDES. Now they are out and I have pleasure
in describing the first four of them which are United S.fcates Infantry Europe 1942-1945; British Parachute
Forces 1940-45; British Eighth Army in North Africa 1940-45 and Luftwaffe Air Crews Battle of Britain 1940.
These KEY UNIFORM GUIDES are detailed pictorial reference works on uniforms that provide pictorial informa
tion on every aspect of the uniform, equipment and badges against the historical background that brought them
into being. Every book in the series is copiously illustrated with full colour artwork that supports the
text so that the uniforms, equipment and badges are all shown in their natural colours. There are also more
than 50 black-and-white action photographs to complete the pictorial coverage. Prepared under the editorship
of Brian L. Davis (author of the standard best-selling "German Army Uniforms and Insignia, 1933-1945) these
fine reference books sell at the low price of 95p each plus 8p postage and packing if you are ordering by
mail.

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with order
to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, SOl 5AD. All these publications can also be purchased
at the TRADITION shop in London.

WARGAMSS - The original text book of wargaming. £1.90p. (^6.00).
NAVAL WARGAMES - Sea battles with model ships. £2.45P« (^7.00).
AIR WARGAMES - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (5(5.00).
ADVANCED WARGAMES - £2.45p. (5(7.00).
WARGAME CAMPAIGNS - £2.45p. (^7.0o).
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - 5000 BC to 1500 AD - £3.10p. (5(9.00).
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES Vol.11 - 1420-1783 - £3.20p. (5(9.50).
BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £5.10p. (^9.00).
BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - Fifteen battles, from 43BC to Korea in 1953. £3.20p. (^9.25).
SOLO WARGAMES - The book for the lonely wargamer. £2.60p. (5(7.50).
HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS - An essential reference book. 90p. (^3.00).
MILITARY MODELLING - £2.15p. (5(6.25).
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - THE WESTERN DESERT CAMPAIGN. £3.00p. (^0.5O).
POITIERS 1356"- (Knights "Battles for Wargamers" series). £I.I5p. (5(3.50).
AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET! - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (5(5.00).
MACDONALD OF THE 42nd - The story of a Highlander of the Black Watch. f3.35p. (^9»50).
COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901. With descriptive text and 79 maps. £4.25p. (^13.00).
CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER. Set during the Zulu War of 1879. £3.75p. (^11.OO).
OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS. 1895-1918 by L.Richards. £1.65p. (^5.00).

A Series of Handbooks dealing with wargaming:

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games by ^onald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules for early tanks, armoured

cars, etc) by Bonald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone,

25p each (75°) or the set of 9 for £2.00p (5(6.00) including postage.

WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battlefields. 55p. (^2.00),

REVIEW OF AIRFIX MAGAZINE - July 1974.

As regular as clockwork, this long-established and well produced magazine continues to publish articles
and features of value to wargamers. In this issue are illustrated contributions on British Army Uniforms
I66O-I9OO; Larkhill Firepower Demonstration; George Gush on Renaissance Warfare - Spanish Infantry; an
MG42 team built-up from Armour Accessories components; plus reviews of the latest kits, boardgames, books,
letters, etc.

MODEL BOATS - July 1974- Contains article and plan of Battleship U.S.S. Arkansas in the Fighting Fleets in
Miniature Series.

RANK AND FILE - June 1974. The Newsletter of the Tunbridge Wells Wargames Society.^ ji_lively^li^
tion that helps keep the Club together with reports of wargames and meetings plus figure/model
other articles.



BOOK

REVIEWS
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.2 1420-178? by Donald

Featherstone. (8^" x 5i"j 208 pages; 12 illustrations; numerous
black-and-white line drawings. Stanley Paul - £2.95p).

Reviewed by Dave Millward of the Pike and Shot Society. The
rate at which Don Peatherstone continues to produce new books
never fails to amaze me, not to mention his" continuing editor
ship of Wargamer's Newsletter. This book maintains the Peather
stone tradition of adequately covering a broad topic. After
setting the scene with notes on the period under review and dis
cussing general wargaming points, the book goes on to consider
the major wars of the period in outline. As the space is limited
by the scope of the book (the English Civil War takes up 12
pages) Don has achieved no mean feat in condensing the most re
levant information into his chapter. Each chapter discusses the
composition of forces, the style of fighting, a rating of
commanders, a brief narrative of the war and lists noteworthy
points about the opposing armies. And then goes on to make suggestions for adapting it for wargames. At the
end of each chapter is a Fighting Assessment Chart in which all the factors discussed are given a numerical
rating; these range from Hussite War Catholics at 14 to Thirty Years War Swedes at 41. The book contains
useful appendices on figures, articles, magazines and books and is well illustrated by plates and line draw
ings. All in all, a good opener for the beginner in this period.

(This book can be obtained from Don Peatherstone, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD, signed and person
ally inscribed to the purchaser at £5.20p including postage and packing.)

KEY TREATIES FOR THE GREAT POWERS - Vol.1 1814-1870; Vol.2 1871-1914. Edited by Michael Hurst. (9" x
6"; both volumes 948 pages. David and Charles - each volume £2.50p).

These gigantic soft covered books are intended to provide the student of international relations with the
precise terms of agreements vital to the course of events from 1814-1914. They contain the EXACT terms of
every key treaty during that period, beginning with the Treaty of Paris and the Treaty of Ghent in I8I4 and
ending with the Convention between Great Britain and Germany concerning the Baghdad Railway 15th June 1914.
If you want to read chapter and verse of the manner of conclusion of those wars we so lively fight on our
table-tops then these books are fascinating, abounding with names of places. Generals, diplomats and the
like sufficient to be of vital interest.

MAKING MODEL SOLDIERS OP THE WORLD by Jack Cassin-Scott. (94" x 64"; 156 pages; 68 coloured and 54
black-and-white plates. Stephen Hope Books - £2.5Gp).

This very attractively turned out book is pleasing to the eye both in its illustrations and the knowledge
it imparts. Primarily it deals with making figures 54mm and above in size but its instructions for mould
making, modelling and converting, etc., can just as easily be applied to turning out smaller scale figures
suitable for wargaming. The coloured plates of model soldiers and methods of making them is most stimulating
and I had to hastily push this book on one side for fear I became side-tracked on yet another impossibly
time-consuming facet of our hobby! But do not let me deter you because this book is a very fine primer for
the model maker, written by a most experienced man in that field. It might be sensible to add a word of warn
ing concerning moulding and casting model figures - a number of commercial firms are taking steps to combat
those who unscrupulously pirate their figures and offer them for sale, in some cases even bearing the original
makers reference number on their base!

CEREMONIAL UNIFORMS OF THE WORLD by Jack Cassin-Scott and John Fabb. (Same size as the last book; 80
full page coloured plates. Stephen Hope Books - f3.50p.)

This volume is one of a series introducing the regalia of the armies of the world, in this case the
ceremonial uniforms of some of the best known and some of the most unlikely forces over a period ranging from

1745 to the present day. Although only of passing interest to wargamers, unless you fancy an Individual
Skirmish between the King's Guard of Hawaii of 1886 against the Grenadiers of the Guard of Parma 1853» never
theless, the illustrations are clear cut, well coloured and accompanied by notes that give historical back
ground and uniform details.

Prom Osprey in their Men-At-Arms Series I have received the following:-

THE BRITISH ARMY OF THE CRIMEA text by J.B.R.Nicholson, colour plates by Michael Roffe. This contains
a number of those excellent Crimean War photographs of Roger Fenton and others which give a most valuable in
sight into the manner in which styles of regulation dress alter under the stress of war. The 8 pages of
coloured plates show the more orthodox dress and will be very valuable to the wargamer specialising in this
period.

THE KING'S GERMAN LEGION by Otto Von Pivka, colour plates by Michael Roffe. Although they played a very
prominent part in the Napoleonic Wars, few wargamers seem to have much of a representation of the King's
German Legion in their table-top armies. This is a pity because they were a notable organisation who played
a colourful and significant part in the events of the time. This book ably tells of that, setting out their
organisation and their historical deeds besides, by means of coloured plates and pictures, describing their



uniforms, weapons, standards, etc.

THE ROMAN ARMY FROM CAESAB TO TRAJAU by Michael Simkins, coloirr plates by Michael Youens. This book con
denses the details of this very significant period in Roman history into 40 pages. It describes uniforms,
weapons, tactics and the general history of the period for both the Romans themselves and their auxiliaries.
If you lack the time to get involved in the far more complex and erudite books that exist, then this is a most
useful book for you

WOLFE'S ARMY by Robin May, colour plates by G.A.Embleton. I found this most interesting, perhaps because
I have a very great feeling for wargsming in the 18th century and the operations in Canada during the Seven
Years War always strike me as having so much colour that we are crazy to neglect the period as most of us do.
This book tells the story of the campaign, details of the units involved and describes their uniform, arms and
equipment. It is well written and the standard of Mr. Embleton's paintings is already well known.

THE SHCCESSIQH OF COLOHELS OF THE BRITISH ARMY FROM I66O TO THE PRESEHT DAY by N.B.Leslie. (172 pages;
Special Publication No.11 for the Society for Army Historical Research).

If you are a military historian and your interest lies in the British Army then every page of this soft
covered book (undoubtedly a work of great love and enthusiasm) bears a name that has made its mark in British
military history. Idly leafing through it one finds them all - ranging from George Monck,Colonel of the
Coldstream Guards on the 26th August I65O, the well-known leaders of Marlborough's army, men who made their
mark in the Seven Years War and a whole host of old friends from the Peninsular and Wgterloo, then through
the 19th century - Colonial Wars, the Crimea, the Indian Mutiny, right up to World Wars I and II until we
arrive at Field-Marshal Sir Gerald Templer^Colonel of the Royal Horse Guards (The Blues) 5-12-1962. Even if
you are not a military historian this book cannot fail to stir your imagination and its author is to be con
gratulated on the amazing amount of research that has gone into its compilation.

F-IO6 DELTA BART IN ACTION by Captain Don Carson and Lou Drendel. This is Aircraft No. Fifteen of the
Squadron/Signal Publications and sells at ^3.95 in America. It tells the story of an amazing aircraft that
came off the production line in 1956 and today, eighteen years later, is still flying and is the only manned
fighter-interceptor on active duty with the U.S. Aerospace Defence Command. As always with these publications,
it contains a host of interesting pictures which I find impressive so that I am sure an aircraft buff would
literally drool about them!

NAPOLEON'S EGYPTIAN CAMPAIGN AS A WARGAME - Continued from page 10.

Right Division

Reynier, Commanding. Dumas and Reynier Jnr., Brigadiers.

9th Line Infantry 1,900 men
85th Line Infantry 2,100 "
Maltese Legion 1.500 "

Total 5,500

Centre Division

Kleber, Commanding. Lannes & Lanusse, Briga
diers.

2nd Light Infantry 1,700 men
25th Line Infantry 2,000 "
75th Line Infantry 2,100 "

Total 5,800

Left Division

Menou, Commanding. Vial & Mireur, Brigadiers. Bon, Commanding. Rampon & Murat, Brigadiers.

22nd Light Infantry 2,000 men
13th Line Infantry 2,000 "
69th " " 1.000 "

4th Light Infantry 1,400 men
18th Line Infantry 2,100 "
32nd Line Infantry ....... 2.100 "

Total 5,000

Infantry Total: 27,000

Cavalry Dismounted

Dumas, Commanding. Leclerc and Zayonscheck, Brigadiers.

7th Hussars ...
22nd Chasseurs

3rd Dragoons .
14th

15th
18th "

20th "

500 men

450 "

300 "
400 "

300 "
400 "

350 "

Grand Total; 32.840

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH

In 1911 the British Army were still being exercised in "Desert Warfare" - marching in rectangular forma
tion large enough to contain all the transport and impedimenta of the force. Platoons marched in file, i.e.
two men abreast, at platoon intervals at the front and rear sides of the rectangle. On the flanks immediately
following one another platoons similarly marched in file. On the command "Form Square!" the flanking platoons
faced right and left respectively as those in front and rear wheeled into line, to form a square, two deep,
shoulder-to-shoulder, ready to repel the onslaught of "Fuzzy-Wuzzy" and Dervish. This must have been the last
setting where men in close order stood ready to fight xinder the immediate control of their officers.



VARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP RULES 1750-1850

Mike Perkins

I should like to make a few points in favour of the Wargames Research Group 1750-1850 rules. I have been
experimenting with these for about six months. My initial reaction on receiving them was to throw them to the
back of the cupboard and rue the wasted expense. Never liking to admit defeat, nor feel that I have wasted
money, however, I decided to give them a thorough trial in some solo games. Once familiarity was obtained,
they became very playable and the finer points were highlighted. To my mind, the major points ares-

Mistakes in initial disposition and orders are very hard to correct.
The use of good tactics is justly rewarded.
"Supermen" are eliminated.

All of which bring the quality of the player to the fore, which I feel is the whole point of wargaming.

To give an example on the tactics of the Napoleonic period, the notes to the rules show that a simple
column attack upon line is usually doomed to failure, but a combined attack of cavalry, horse artillery and
infantry in column is most likely to succeed. I followed a logical development of tactics, using the rules
as published, and the following sequence appeared

1. A column of approximately similar numbers as the defending line rarely succeeds,
2. Increasing the size of the column brings success through local superiority in numbers, (which is the

basic object of tactics), but high casualties produce a Phyrric victory and vulnerability to counter
a ttack.

5. To reduce casualties, the attacker screens the approach with large numbers of light infantry, and
makes use of ordre mixtre to obtain equal fire-power with defending line, whilst retaining moral
advantage of the column. Result - victory without excessive casualties.

4. Defender intersperses artillery with the line, to rip holes in the attacking formation, negating the
advantages of superior numbers and use of column. Result - attacks normally fail.

5. Attacker concentrates artillery for preliminary barrage, to reduce effectiveness of defending guns
and cause casualties amongst defending troops, so reducing and offsetting casualties sustained in
the ensuing attack. Result - attacks normally succeed but with higher casualties than 5.

6. Defender protects his troops from the barrage by use of terrain - the reverse slope!
7. Attacker increases number of light infantry to produce the casualties previously inflicted by the

barrage. If the defenders advance to drive off the light infantry, they are exposed to the artillery
again,

$. Defender supports line with cavalry, keeping the light infantry at arm's length,
9, Attacker brings up cavalry to protect light infantry against any charge.
10. Defender brings artillery up to the crest of the ridge, since advantage of using cannister on

cavalry outweighs, losses to enemy artillery. Result — ridge becomes impregnable.
11; Attacker tries to outflank ridge, forcing defence to either retreat or weaken centre to prop up

the flank.

12, Attacker now throws reserves at the weakened centre, using cavalry to force infantry into square and
drive off defending cavalry, light infantry and horse artillery to play havoc with the squares and
line infantry in column to produce the extra flinch points to break defence completely.

This shows that an unweakened British line on a reverse slope is just about impregnable if the French do
not progress beyond IO5 and without making supermen out of the Redcoats! Also, a defence which sticks at 5
(the Prussians at Ligny?) will be trounced. The best way to deal with a strong defence is to out-manoeuvre
it. This is supported, I feel, by the fact that in nearly every account of Waterloo which I have read, the
point is made that Wellington was just as ready to retreat if Napoleon seemed likely to turn his right, as
to hold his ground when the French attacked his front.

This use of manoeuvre is not a fail-safe method of winning, however. The attacker must judge correctly
the numbers to commit to the flank attack and to keep>in the "force de decision" in the centre. If the flank
attack is repulsed a delay occurs whilst reinforcements are fed in from the reserve, giving the defence time
to transfer troops from one flank to the other, retaining their strength in the centre. If the flank attack
is too strong, the reserve will not be large enough to obtain superiority of numbers in the centre. Also, if
the defender correctly devines which flank will be attacked, his initial disposition will place the bulk of
his reserves there and so hold the attack whilst keeping his centre intact.

In conclusion, I feel the rules are a good base upon which to build. For example, morale rules beyond
the built in flinch system can be devised with a little ingenuity, though they should supplement, not over
ride, the basic logic of the rules. Different types of cavalry can be catered for by use of the badly train
ed troops rules and extending the elite units ignoring one flinch point from fire casualties rule, to in
clude casualties sustained in cavalry melees. Also, casualties inflicted on cuirassiers in melees and by
long range small arms fire can be reduced (l use 10^) to allow for deflections. Don't make the reductions
too big, however, the armour wasn't that gbod! Once you are familiar with them, they take on Don's "back of
a postcard" playability and in their virgin state allow big battles to be fought in a reasonable time, with
reasonable accuracy, which brings the 15mm figure into its own.

My two reservations are that the rules are not easy to assimilate, I found I had to play out several
situations a few times to see what was being driven at. Also the rules favour the grouping of elite compan
ies into separate units, which I feel is a pernicious practice. The man who keeps his grenadier companies
with their parent battalions when his opponent groups his into separate grenadier battalions is asking for
trouble under these rules.



LOOKING AROUND
JOPRHAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Spring 1974. As always, full of authoritiye and

interesting articles on the British Army such as Monmouth and the Army in Flanders; A Soldier's Life in
Burma and India 1854-1874; The Irish Rebellion of 1798; SUMMER 1974 - Military Operations Against Smuggling
in Kent and Sussex I698-I75O; The British Garrison in Montreal in the 1840's; plus excellent book reviews;
correspondence, etc., etc,

arquebuslER - The journal of the Pike and Shot Society - May/Jiine 1974- Absolutely essential if you
wargame in this period - contains articles on Collecting an English Civil War Army; The Italian Wars IJth
to I6th Centuries; Naval Warfare in the Mediterranean 1550-1573; The Civil War in Scotland; Campaign Rules;
The Janissaries; a Pike and Shot battle report plus reviews of figures, books and correspondence.

THE AVALON HILL GENERAL - March-April 1974. Although not a board wargamer I can appreciate how valuable
this magazine must be to those who are - contains numerous articles on various Avalon Hill games plus a
feature on the Guadalcanal Campaign, complete with some interesting photopaphs. MAY-JUNE 1974 - this is a
50th Anniversary commemorative issue of the Normandy Landings and its articles are slanted towards the game
B-Day. In addition there are some interesting notes on mechanical and other devices for use with board
games and a long article on the game "Panzerblitz" plus reviews of other games, correspondence, etc., etc.

BATTLEPLEET - Magazine of the Naval Wargames Society - No.6 and 7. Contain articles on Confederate^
Gunboats; Setting up Tactical Naval Battles; The Fleets of the Middle East War 1973; a Spanish-American War
Naval Battle; a Naval Battle Report; correspondence and other features.

THE BULLETIN - The British Model Soldier Society - No.2. Contains all the usual reviews of new figures,
plates, magazines, etc., plus articles on uniforms and equipment of various periods; reference sources of
the Imperial German Army; casse.ttes of Military Band music, etc., etc.

THE COURIER - Bulletin of the New England Wargamers Association - April 1974. Contains articles on
The Crimean War; Morale in Modern Wargames; Terrain made of green carpet tiles; Wargaming in Indochina 1950-
54; American Civil War Naval Rules; A Random Move Command System; two or three battle reports; historically
accurate wargames units; Grapeshot by Fred Vietmeyer; plus book reviews, etc., etc.

GUIBON - The Magazine of the Miniature Figure Collectors of America - No.l 1974. Contains articles on
The Popularity of Wargaming; Plexiglass Cases for Figures; Preparing and Painting Military Miniatures;
British Soldiery in Canada; Uniforms of the Russian Volunteer Army 1918-1921; The British in the Peninsular;
a list of flat figure manufacturers plus book reviews, etc.

MANCHESTER AREA WARGAMES SOCIETY CLUB MAGAZINE - May and June 1974. Still going strong, contains
correspondence, book and figure reviews, etc., plus articles on Napoleonic Navies; The Zulu War; The Legio
Ballistorura; The War of the Austrian Succession; books on the Peninsular War, etc., etc.

MILITARY AFFAIRS - The Journal of the American Military Institute - April 1974. Contains erudite
articles on The Black Volunteers in the Spanish-American War; The Influence of Railways on Prussian Planning
for the Seven Veeks' War; The United States Army General Staff 1900-1917; The Origins of the War of 1812
among others plus first-class book reviews and details of museums and publications etc.

MILITARY MOPELLING - July 1974. Very colourful and packed with excellent adverts, book and figure re
views etc., besides articles on the Battle of Marathon; Imperial Regiments in the Zulu War 1879; The Plains
Indians; Board Wargames; British Army Vehicle Colour Schemes for D-Bay and the North-West Europe Campaign;
The Brown Bess plus photographs of the B.M.S.S. finals, etc., etc.

MINIATURE WARFARE ANB MOBEL SOLBIERS - June 1974. Illustrated articles on the Battle of Zama 202 BC;
Boardgames; Bannockburn 1314; Artillery from the 19th Century to World Wgr I; Solo Wargaming; The Fall of
the First Empire; The Zouaves plus letters, book and figure reviews, etc.

PANZE; AUST - No.60. Contains numerous articles on boardgames including one directly concerned with
the American Q-'vil War and another on game design; Civil War cavalry; an interesting article on model
soldier manufacturing by Jack Scruby; The Tonkin War 1950-54; The Imperial Roman Legions; Jets and Rockets
of the Luftwaffe; Fantasy Wargaming a'la Tolkien. N0.6I - a naval war of I914-I9I8; Rules for 9nim Napoleo-
nics; Revisions to Star Trek games; Reality in Wargaming; plus details of the latest boardgames and a
"snide" review of Wargamer's Newsletter!

SOLB"''^ - July 1974. Well illustrated as usual and includes articles on the Military Museum of the
Queen's Own~Hussars; New Colours for the Queen's Regiment; Green Beret Gunners; plus first-class reviews of
military records and books etc.

TANKETTE - Peb-March 1974- This Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicle Association Magazine is essential
reading for wargamers from World War II onwards. Contains well illustrated articles on the Centurion ARV
Mark I; the Panzer MAUS; German Panzer Bivision 1944; plus reviews of books, models, etc., etc.

WORLB WAR ENTHUSIAST 1959-1945 - May-June 1974. A pleasant little magazine containing interesting
articles pn World War II such as The Russian Soldier; Luftwaffe Field and Para Bivisions; Hungarian Armour
1939-45; The U.S.S. San Francisco; motes on books, models and a special section dealing with boardgames.

THE VEBETTE - Spring 1974. This Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors^contains articles
on the Buke of Marlborough by Bavid Chandler; reviews of latest 54mm figures; The French Foreign Legion;
colouring horses; Wargames Corner; Table-top Wargames (boardgames); Biorama and Scene Building.
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NOTICE BOARD
Geoffrey Mould of 4 Shakespear Avenue, Bear Plat, Bath, Somerset BA2 4RP, is an avid Napoleonic wargamer

who cannot find an opponent. He will be delighted to hear from anyone in his area. His army is British
Napoleonic 1812 so that he would specially like a contact with a wargamer who has a French Napoleonic army of
the same period.

-"OoOoo—-

Derby and District Wargamers Society has just celebrated its first birthday. The Club meets fortnightly
at the Nags Head Hotel, Mickleover, Derby, and caters for most periods and tastes. The Membership is around
30 with senior strength accounting for about half. If you live in the area contact Dale K. Rawson, Cornerways,
Church Broughton, Derbyshire.

ooOoo—-

The Victorian Wargames Association of Wargames House, 586 Spencer Street, Melbourne, Victoria 5003,
Australia, seems to be a highly organised group, putting out committee letters and ruling their members with
as many rules as control a Regular Army Sergeants Mess! The Club not only wargames in various periods (the
Newsletter I have talks of Gettysburg; Teutoberger Wald; Waterloo and Vimiero) but they are also involved in
film nights; historical research topics; re-enacting historical events such as the court-martial of Michel
Ney; a modeller society; a military musical appreciation night and a Ladies Dining night. Seemingly they are
about to publish a magazine called "Games and Battles" and they are also to wear club blazers. TheirrehihtiGsr.
iasm is infectious and it is hoped that possible over-organisation will not deter their members as would prob
ably occur in this country!

—ooOoo---

FOR SALE; Zulu wargame figures - 20/25mm Airfix, Alberken, Hinton Hunt, Minifigs. Send S.A.E. for de
tails - D.Clark, 52 Nigel Road, Peckham, London SE15 4NR.

—ooOoo—-

FOR SALE; Back numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER extending over period late 1972 up to February 1974,
20p each or 12 for £2.00p (U.S.A./Canada 50o each or 12 for ^5.00 plus 50c Bank Handling charge). All prices
include postage. Don Featherstone, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, SOl 5AD, England. Back n\imbers of WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER from March 1974 can be obtained from TRADITION, 188 Piccadilly, London WIV 9UA, at 50p including
postage,

—-00O00- —

WANTED: Painted 50mm Stadden figures of the Colonial period (North West Frontier) needed in good con
dition will purchase parts or whole, of collections. Mark Mulla, 65I Barracks Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
70116, U.S.A.

ooOoo—-

Maurice Wilkinson, 48 Churchill Way, Long Hanborough, Oxfordshire, Telephone Freeland 881921, would like
to hear from anyone within about 20 miles of Oxford who is interested in board wargaming.

—ooOoo---

NATIONAL WARGAMES CONVENTION - NOTTINGHAM

This years event is to be held at the CO-OP EDUCATIONAL CENTRE. BROAD STREET. NOTTINGHAM, on Saturday/
Sunday 4th/6th OCTOBER 1974.

Entrance fee; 50p (single day ticket): 50p (two day ticket); (children up to 15 years at half price).

As well as the usual Senior and Junior Regional Championships there will be the following attractions:-

TRADE STANDS - PAINTING COMPETITIONS - CONTINUOUS REFRESHMENTS AND INDIVIDUAL GAMES in the following
periods:-

WESTERN GUN FIGHT

STRATEGY AND TACTICS (boardgame)
MIDDLE EARTH

COLONIAL (20mm scale)
GLADIATORIAL COMBAT

SAMURI COMBAT

Further details may be obtained from the Secretary, Mr. R.P.BUTLER, I56 HUTHWAITE ROAD, SUTTON-IN-
ASHFIELD, NOTTS. (Please include S.A.E. for replies).



ill
METAL MINIATURES

a comprehensive range
of 25mm figures.

Napoleonic
INCLUDING OFFICERS^STANDARD BEARERS

DRUMMERS AND BUGLERS FOR ALLARMS

AND artillery CREWS

British ,French,Pi-ussia.n, Austrtarv,Russian,Spanish.

Bugler Ft'encV^ Hussai^s,

A RANGE OF other FIGURES AVAILABLE

GREEKS-ROM ANS-TURKS-GAULS-GOTHS
NORMANS SAVONS-ENGLISH CIVIL WAR.

\nTarit»'y 6^p Cayal»"y I6p

Catalogue5p Grove LeighiJon Buzz^tr^ Beds.



TELEPHONE:
427
0387

THE MODEL SHOP
31 ST. ANN'S ROAD
HARROW

25mm ENGLISH CIVIL WAR , JACKLEX 20mm World War I
ECW1 Floyolist lEketoer firing
ECVV2 Royalist Rikeman advancing
ECW3 Royalist Pikeman ^londing
ECW5 Roundliead Musketeer firing
ECW4 Roundtiead Pikeman standing
ECW5 Royalist Officer witfi Sword
ECW7 Royalist Halberdier
ECW8 Peasant witft Scythe
ECW9 Peasant with Pitchfork
ECWI1 Roundhead Pikeman advancing
ECWI4 Scottish Musketeer firing
ECW15 Scottish Pikeman advancing
ECW19 Scot with fSroadsword
ECW20 Royalist Musketeer carrying Musket
ECW21 Royalist Musketeer priming pan
ECVV22 Musketeer loading
ECW24 Royalist Pikeman receiving
ECW23 Dragoon firing
ECW26 Roundhead Pikeman advancing
ECWC1 Cavalier mounted, charging
ECWC2 Roundhead mounted, charging
ECWC3 Cuirassier mounted, charging
EWCC Scottish Dragoon charging
ECWC5 English Bcagoon charging
foot FIGURES 8p ea, MOUNTED 19p ee.

JACKLEX 20mm Colonial Rgures
COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900
B1 OFFICER MARCHING
82 OFFICER FIRING PISTOL
B3 INFANTRY LYING FIRING
B4 INFANTRY KNEELING FIRING
B5 INFANTRY STANDING FIRING
86 INFANTRY ADVANCING
B8 INFANTRY MARCHING
B9 HIGHLAND OFFICER MARCHING
BIO HIGHLAND OFFICER FIRING PISTOL
B11 HIGHLAND INFANTRY LYING FIRING
B12 HIGHLAND INFANTRY KNEELING

FIRING

B13 HIGHI 4NO INFANTRY STANDING
FIRING

B14 HIGHLAND INFANTRY ADVANCING
B16 HIGHLAND INFANTRY MARCHING
BC1 CAVALRY OFFICER
BC2 CAVALRY LANCER
BC3 CAVALRY TROOPER WITH SWORD

INDIAN ARMY REGULAR
B17 OFFICER MARCHING
BIS OFFICER FIRING PISTOL
B19 INFANTRY LYING FIRING
B20 INFANTRY KNEELING FIRING
B21 INFANTRY STANDING FIRING
B22 INFANTRY ADVANCING
B24 INFANTRY MARCHING
BC4 BENGAL LANCER

ZULUS
ZZ1 ZULU CHIEF
ZZ2 ZULU CARRYING ASSAGAI
ZZ3 ZULU THROWING ASSAGAI

ZULU WAR-BRITISH
BZ1 OFFICER MARCHING
BZ2 OFFICER FIRING PISTOL
BZ3 INFANTRY LYING FIRING
BZ4 INFANTRY KNEELING FIRING
BZ5 INFANTRY STANDING FIRING
BZ6 INFANTRY ADVANCING
BZ8 INFANTRY MARCHING

INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMEN
T1 CHIEF
T2 TRliESMAN LYING FIRING
T3 TRIBESMAN KNEELING FIRING
T4 TRIBESMAN STANDING FIRING
T5 TRIBESMAN WITH SWORO & SHIELD
TCI CAVALRY CHIEF
TCa CAVALRY CHARGING WITH SWORO
TC3 CAVALRY CHARGING WITH RIFLE

GERMAN
WW1 German Infantry in Steel Helmet ad

vancing

WW2 German Infantry in Steel Helmet run-
-ning. Rifle at Trail

BRITISH
WW3 Infantry in Steel Helmet anvancinq
WVV4 Infantry in Sieei Heimet running.

Rifle at Trail

JACKLEX 20mm American Civil War
UNION

JA1 ADVANCING
JA3 MARCHING
JA5 RUNNING, RIFLE AT TRAIL
dA7 STANDING FIRING
JA9 OFFICER WITH SV70RD 8. PISTOL
JA11 TROOPER MOUNTED
JA13 OFFICER MOUNTED
JA15 GENERAL MOUNTED
JA17 LANCER MOUNTED

CONFEDERATE

JA2 ADVANCING
JA4 MARCHING
JA6 RUNNING, RIFLE AT TRAIL
JAB STANDING FIRING
JA10 OFFICER WITH SWORD & PISTOL
JA12 TROOPER MOUNTED
JA14 OFFICER MOUNTED
JA16 GENERAL MOUNTED

JACKLEX ZOmni FOOT 7p MOUNTED 17p

HINCHLIFFE 25mm FIGURES

Artilleiy Crew. 9p
Foot Figures Bp
Mounted FigunffS 19p

BRmSH NAPOLEONIC (BN)
BN1 Line Infantry, centre company,

advancing

BN2 Lino Infantry, centre company,
charging

BN3 Line Infantry, flank company,
advancing

BN4 Line infantry, in greatcoat,
advancing

BN5 Line Infantry, officer
BN6 Line Infantry, drummer, carrying

drum

BN9 Line Infantry, officer In greatcoat
BN10 Light Infantry, advancing
BN11 Light Infantry, on guard position
BN13 Light Infantry, skirmish order,

advancing
BN14 Light Infantry, ofFicer, advancing
BN16 Fusilier Private, advancing
BN17 Fusilier Private, on guard
BN18 Fusilier Officer, advancing
BN20 Rifleman, skirmish order, firing
BN23 Highland Private, charging
BN24 Highland Private, at the present
BN30 Gu.ards Private, edvancing, in light

equipment with Shako
BN51 Line Pioneer, holding exe to the

ground
BN52 Line Pioneer, axe over shoulder
BN5S Foot Artillery, elevating gun
BN56 Foot Artillery, with porlfiro
BN57 Foot Artillery, carrying round
B(^ Foot Artillery, with rammer
BN60 Foot Artillery, officer, pointing

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY
(BNC)
•3".C1 Heavy Dragoon, charging
tiJI.C3 Heavy Draocon, officer, charging
tBrX4 Heavy Dragoon, trumpolcr
BNC6 Royal Scots Greys Trooper, at rest,

sword over slioiilder
BNC8 Royal GcoU Greys, Officer, at rest,

pdinfing
BNC9 Royal Scots Greys Trumpeter, at

rest

BNC11 Household Cavalry Troonor, at
rest, sword over shoulder

BNCIS Household Cavalry Ofiicor, at rest,
sword over shoulder

BNC14 Household Cavalry Trumpeter, at
rest, trumpet against thigh

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC (FN)
FN1 Line Fusilier, advancing
FN2 Line Fusilier, charging
FN3 Line Fusilier, in greatcoat, advancing ,
FN4 Line Grenadier, advancing
FN5 Grenadier, in forage cap, advancing
FN7 Line Officer, standing at rest
FNS Line Infantry Drummer, Drum over

shoulder

FN10 Light Infantry, Chasseur, advancing
FN11 Light Infantry, Chasseur, charging
FNt2 Light Infantry, Voltigeur, skirmish

order, firing
FN13 Line Infantry, officer, in greatcoat
FN17 Old Guard, Campaign Dress,

charging
FN16 Old Guard, Campaign Dress,

advancino

FN18 Old Guard, Campaign Dress and
greatcoat, advancing

FN19 Old Guard, Campaign Dress, Officer '
FN20 Old Guard, Campaign Dress,

drummer

FN23 Light Infantry, officer
•FN40 Foot Artillery of tl.G Line,

Quenching cpongo
•FN41 Foot Artillery of tho Line, stopping

vent

•FN42 Foot Artillery of the Line, carrying
pouch

•FN43 Foot Artillery of the Line, carrying
two buckets

•FN45 Foot Artillery of tho Line, officer
■ with telescope

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY
(FNC)
FNC1 Line Dragoon, at rest position
FNC3 Line Dragoon Officer, pointing
FNC4 Line Dragoon Trumpeter, at rest
FNC6 Cuirassier Trooper, charging,

leaning forward
FNC8 Cuirassier Officer, charging
FNC9 Cuirassier Trumpeter, charging,

slung trumpet
FNC11 Carabinier Trooper, charging,

leaning back
FNC13 Carabinier Officer, charging
FNC14 Carabinier Trumpeter, sounding

charge
"FNC16 Line Hussar Trooper, in Shako,

charging
tFNCIS Line Hussar Officer, in Colba.ck,

charging
fFNCIB Line Hussar Trumpeter
•FNC60 Lina Artillery Train Driver

NEW!

I 20mm Ancient British Chariot
j Complete with horses and Crew

50p in kit form

Mail Ordor. Add lOp postage up to £5: Over post Free



ENSIGN

1/1200 Scale Warships
1/1200 SCALE
SHIPS AND ACCESSORIES
Our lists offer the largest selection in the U.K.
From AIRCRAFT CARRIERS to MOTOR TORP
EDO BOATS Spares including BRITISH 15" GUN
TURRETS, LANDING CRAFT, AIRCRAFT, 9"
TRIPLE TURRETS etc. Best Value in Europe,
Boats from 7p. 5p Stamp for full listings. New
Items monthly.

E OB MARINCO ULM r
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WARGAME FIGURES

5p Stamp for full listings

Model Figures & Hobbles
Lower Balloo Road, Groomsport, Co. Down,

N. Ireland BT19-2LU

tx;®;:;#
GARDE .

.MPER.ALE

, fc| \ I'EMPEREUR
napoleon \Njf
»yiPE6iMENT

2^- ntSORENAOIEftS S!?' •
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On a recent sunny day which is coming on like a T.V. ad for sunsrner, we're busy chatting up the customers, takin' the money an' having
the occasional squint out of our ever open door at the birds the sun's brought out (in short doing our usual thing), when in comes a guy
who says, "Oh! I m so glad you're still here, I thought you'd closed down!" Why so? says we, "Cause " says he, "I haven't seen you
advertising for a while." So here, in glorious black and white, in case anyone else out there thinks like our friend, comes a genuine
advert to say "Do not despair folks, the Seagull's alive, well an' thriving as usual (as if most of you didn't know anyway) at our small
shop, near our large warehouse, right in Central London, in fact one mmute (genuine) as opposed to your one minute (advertisers)
from South Kensington tube station. " Anyway havin' spent our bread to say our piece, we might as well tell you what's new an' what we
do. This month, we can offer you the 1/32nd scale Monogram Lee and Grant tanks at £2 35 each, beautiful! From Tamiya come their
new figure sets and the 232 eight wheeled armoured car. By the way did you get the S.A.S. Jeep of theirs at £1.20? From Bandai comes
the Jagdpanther in 1/24th scale with full interior detail at £9.35, also thirteen new models in tneir famous 1/48th scale armour series,
also with interior detail. In the metal figure field come Series 77's new Prussians, 7 brilliant new models which bring the Kaiser's Army
to life at its most colourful period (nice one Pat'). Price £2.50 each. Phoenix have fli'ed a big gap in the 54 mm range with their beautiful
Regency civilian figures in pewter costing £1.35 each and matching furniture is available. Last of all we are introducing additions to our
own 54 mm range of Valda figures. Indian Mutiny Sepoys. 3 types, Bombay, Madras and Bengal. Zulus as companion pieces to our
S.W.B.'s, an Induna, a Regimental Warrior and a Maiden Warnor, all these are in kit form at 85p. Also available again is our famous
Drum Major of the Lorfdon Scottish at £1 .20. Well there's a lot more, but we had better tell you about what we normally stock before we
run out of space. By the way we use the word stock in its proper sense! We specialise in three things. Maritime, Military and Paper
Modelling, and all the gear to build them, from the humblest mousetail file at 25p to electric drilis an' saws, air brushes and
compressors.

Kits by Hasegawa, Tamiya, Bandai, Nichimo, Nitto, Monogram, Airfix, Fujimi etc.
Metal Figures in all scales from 30 mm to 120 mm by Monogram, Valiant, Ensign, Minot, Jackboot, Acorn, Valda, Phoenix, Lasset,
Sanderson, Series 77, Men O' War, Cameo, Hinchliffe and many more.
Plus over 400 different paper models in stock from the world over.
Ship Kits and castings from Ensign, Fleetline, Revell, Heller, Nichimo, Aoshima, Fujimi, Tamiya, Hasegawa, Life Like, Otaki etc.
Books new and second hand, war games rules, wargames, uniform prints etc.
1:300 scale micro tanks and aircraft by the thousand!
Pay us a visit soon and all will be revealed.
Well, if the Printers manage this lot in one 'ad' we'll buy them a pint! So long for now.
Open 6 days a week 10 a.m. to 6.30 p.m., Sundays 2-5 p.m.

15 Exhibition Road, London S.W.7 Telephone: 01-584 2758



M Where all the leading makes, of model
soldiers. Flats, plastic and metal kits,
connoisseur and wargame figures are fully
stocked: together with all painting and
conversion accessories essential to the

Military Modeller.

We also stock, early British and Con
tinental antique toy soldiers, books,
uniform plates, old prints, bronzes and

porcelain of military Interest.

'Under Two Flags'
4 St. Christopher's Place, Wlgmore Street, London W.l.
Telephone: 01-935 6934

LATEST PUBLICATIONS AND MODELS FROM;
Arms & Armour, Almark, Blandfcrd, Pan, Sphere, Osprey 'Men at Arms',
The Roman Army, The British Army in The Crimea, Wolfe's Army, The
Kings German Legion, together with all the series of these Informative

books.

'ZInnflguren' by Neckel . . . Henry VIII . . . The Field of the Cloth
of Gold. A splendid historical renaissance panoply, also many other sets

by different makers.
Superb new model from 'Trophy* 17th Century Polish 'Winged Hussar'

and other imaginative quality castings.
New 54 mm. British Light Dragoon 1815 mounted on spirited horse In

combat by Minot.
British Light Infantrymen by Lasset, and all that Is the bert In models
from: Sanderson, Men O' War, Rose. Series 77, Stadden, HInton Hunt,
Ensign, Hlnchllffe, Historex, Imrle/Rlsley, Garrison, Old Guard,

Greenwood & Ball.

I  t I Open Mon.-Stt. 10-6 p.m.

W16M0RE STREET

liS^'
1 1 I I I I

OXFORD STREET —

Regret no lists
available but mall

orders supplied on
any specified Items.

HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

June 1974 additions to Range

BRITISH IMAPOLEOIMIC (BN)

BN33 Fusilier Ensign with colours

BN35 Fusilier Sergeant

BN36 Fusilier Drummer

BIM37 Highland Sergeant

BN38 Highland Drummer

Bi\l39 Highland Piper

BiM43 Line Infantry at rest

BN44 Line Infantry marching

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR CAVALRY
(ECWC)

ECWC9 Cuirassier

ECWC10 Cuirassier officer

54 mm. FOOT FIGURES (F)

F28 American Civil War Con
federate Artillery Officer

F29 American Civil War Con
federate Artillery Sergeant

F30 American Civil War Con
federate Artilleryman pulling
firing lanyard

F31 American Civil War Con
federate Artilleryman with
fuse satchel

F32 American Civil War Con
federate Artilleryman carrying
buckets

F33 American Civil War Con
federate Artilleryman with
rammer

F34 American Civil War Con
federate Artilleryman carrying
round of ammunition

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AVAILABLE 50p FROM YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST OR 60p DIRECT FROM HINCHLIFFE MODELS LID.

Wholesale Dept. now open at

SOLDIERS
36 KENNINGTON ROAD, LONDON S.E;1.

Retail Dept. maintained with weii over

100 Different lines
LAMBETH NORTH TUBE — NEAR IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM

SOLDIERS ■ 36 KENNINGTON ROAD ■ LONDON S.E.I.



PETITE PRECISiOX
a power tool for the modeller

Diameter:

33 mm

Weight: 160 g

Length:
125 mm

Torque:
105 cmg

Chuck size:

2/10 to
2.5 mm

piW

2 batteries

4.5v. in series

AC/DC Trans

Car battery

THIS PRECISION EXAMPLE OF FRENCH ENGINEERING IS A MUST
The high power 'palm' size drill operates from 2 x 4.5v batteries or any DC source (a model train transformer for example) up to 14v.
so is equally suitable for 'field' or workshop use. . . . ^ .. i. z- j
Supplied in a strong carrying and storage case, the complete outfit consists of drill with three collets, battery holder, five assorted
drills, seven assorted burrs, three routers, six grinding stones and seven assorted polishing discs and brushes.
The drill may be hand-held for routing, engraving, polishing, cutting and so on, or clamped in the special drill stand - an optional
extra, but for which space is provided in the carrying case - for precision drilling, etc.

PRICES - Complete SUPER-30 kit
30 tools)
Mk. 11 Drill Stand
Drill only

(less batteries,
£12.65 p.p. 27p
£3.00 p.p. 15p
£6.05 p.p 22p

SUPER-10 Kit in 91 X 2 X 4 in. case with Drill, Battery
holder, 3 collets, 10 tools £9.85 p.p. 22p
Suitable transformer supplied on
request £4.28 Carr. paid
Flexible drive shaft £4.40 p.p. 20p

All above prices include VAT

1. Selection of tools in Super 30 kit. 2. Drill shown in
stand

3. Flexible drive approx. 16 in.
long with collets

4. Complete 30 tool kit m
case showing space for
stand

m

Sole Distributors:

PRECISION PETITE LTD.
119a High Street, Teddington, Middlesex TW11 8HG

Tel: 01 977 0878
Send SAE for illustrated leaflets and order form



PETER KEMPLAY
Military Miniatures - Paintings - Books - Prints

MAILORDER - DISTRIBUTION - EXPORT

The leading Specialist Distributors of Military Models in the U.K.
Dealers in fine military books, prints paintings and antiques. Com
plete studio service, painted figures, dioramas, chess sets, museum
display service.

11a CASTLEGATE
KNARESBOROUGH
YORKSHIRE

Tel: 2872

FRAMLINGHAM

WOODBRIDGE

SURREY

Tel: FRAM. 723708

SPENCER-SMITH
MINIATURES
25 mm Plastic Wargames Figures -
the really inexpensive way of build
ing up enormous armies or 'dabbling'
in other periods!

Whilst these figures do not possess
the sharpness of detail achieved with
metal figures they are extremely
cheap and capable of conversion to
many other types. All figures are
sold in bags as follows:-

NAPOLEONIC

Bag of 24 British Lifeguards (trotting)
Bag of 24 Lancers (galloping)
Bag of 24 Hussars (charging)
Bag of 80 Russians/Prussians/Bavar

ians infantry (mixed)
Bag of 80 French Infantry (3 types
mixed)

Bag of 4 Cannon (2 field & 2 Howitzer)

AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE

(suitable for conversion for Seven
Years' War)
Bag of 24 Field Officers Mounted
Bag of 24 Dragoons (4 off, 20
troopers)

Bag of 80 Infantry (3 mounted off,
6 foot off. 6 drummers, grenadiers
and batt. co. privates)

Bag of 30 Artillerymen and 4 cannon
(2 field and 2 howitzer)

Bag of 4 Cannon (2 field and 2
howitzer)

Bag of 80 Frontiermen and Indians
(3 types of each)

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

Bag of 24 Cavalry (walking) suitable
also as Staff officers

Bag of 80 infantry (12 off, 6 buglers
plus enlisted men)

Bag of 30 Artillerymen (officers,
buglers and gunners)

MODERN ARMY

Bag of 80 Infantry (assorted officers,
riflemen, mortar gunners, machine
gunners, etc., etc.)

PRICES

Bag of 24 cavalry £1.20
Bag of 80 Infantry £1.20
Bag of 30 artillerymen plus
4 guns £1.60

Bag of 4 cannon £1.00
Bag of 30 artillerymen ... 60p

NEW! Now available
- the first of the Spencer-Smith 'Con
noisseur' range. More detail, hard
plastic at slightly higher prices:

Napoleonic
British Line Infantry.

Bag of 18 privates (adv. & firing)
1 officer, 1 sergeant

American War Indep.
Bag of 18 British Inf. (Grenadiers and
light infantry), 2 officers.
Bag of 18 British Infantry and Ameri
can Rangers, 2 officers.

Bag of 18 American Light Infantry (2
types), 2 officers.

Price per bag: 55p.
Other figures in preparation.

'RETREAT FROM CORUNNA'
Beautiful figures by Charles Stadden inspired by the
famous painting by J. P. Beadle. There are six
figures in the set, including one officer and the
ragged uniforms, bandaged wounds etc. bring alive
that famous episode during the Peninsula War. Each
figure is different. unpainted painted
Set of 6 figures; £7.50 £30.00
Individual figures: £1.25 £5.50

MODEL MILITAIRE

NEW! FOR THE FIRST TIME - FLAGS
IN 54mm SCALE
Beautifully printed on fine self-adhesive fabric. Two flags per
sheet (Regt. and Union):
MC/1 4th Foot (K.O.) 1815
MC/2 23rd Foot (R. W. Fusil) 1815
Price: 90p per sheet.
Also in 25mm scale - a range of self adhesive flags - save time
and achieve perfect results. 35p per sheet of 12 flags in full
colour.

Napoleonic
RI/1 British 1st Guards, 1st, 4th, 23rd, 30th, 92nd foot.
RI/2 British 2nd Guards, 3rd, 14th, 27th, 40th, 52nd foot.
RI/10 Prussian Infantry.
R1/14 French Line Infantry.
RI/20 Russian Infantry.

Ancient shield designs (transfers)
MA/1 1st Century Roman (6 designs - 25mm/54mm)
MA/2 Classical Greece (all different)
45p per sheet.

STADDEN 54mm FIGURES
Yet more figures from this magnificent range - the largest in
the world. All figures are animated by hand and primed
ready for painting (also available painted):
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR
<EC 1 Prince Rupert <EC 4 Pikeman
KEC 2 Infantry Officer KEG 5 Musketeer
KFC 3 Infantry Drummer

TISH NAPOLEONIC
■"4 Trooper Light Dragoons, shako, service dress.
28 Highland Drummer, bonnet, kilt.

S 45 Highland Standard Bearer.
'.'•'Q Rifle Brigade Bugler.

rhu JCH NAPOLEONIC
KNF 3 Marshal Ney (with musket in uniform worn during

retreat from Moscow).
KNF 14 Infantry Private (Spanish Campaign dress).
PRICES: Unpainted Painted
Foot figures £1.25 £5.50
Standard Bearers £2.50 £7.50

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP
Accepted as standard works by numerous groups and societies
throughout the world:
RULES
Ancient 90p. 1750-1850 50p. 1925-75 Inf. action 50p.

1925-50 Armour/lnf. B5p
REFERENCE BOOKS
Armies of Macedonian/punic Wars £1.30
Armies/Enemies of Imp. Rome. £1.75
Warfleets of Antiquity £1.90
Setting up a Wargames Campaign £1.60
All the above books are extremely detailed and the result of
extensive research.

CATALOGUES
PETER KEMPLAY comprehensive mall order catalogue, over 60
pages, many illus. listing Stadden figs (30mm, 54mm, 90mm),
Cameron, Lamming, Tradition,Model Militaire, Guardhouse,
Hinchliffe kits, numerous books, prints, paints etc. 50p post
free (Overseas: £1 or $2.50 by AIR)
Also separate Lamming list: 15p. Tradition list: 15p

Historex catalogue: 90p Rose catalogue: 75p
TRADE ENQUIRIES FOR: STADDEN, TRADITION. LAMMING,
MODEL MILITAIRE, W.R.G.. GUARDHOUSE, SPENCER-SMITH.
MAIL ORDER INSTRUCTIONS

Min. order 50p (overseas £3) except catalogues.
Postage: under £5 - 10% (min. lOp), over £5 - 5% (overseas

at cost)

TRADITION 25mm
WARGAME FIGURES
NEW NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY
British Infantry Officer
Highland Officer saluting
French Guard Lancer Trooper
French Elite Hussar Trooper
Scots Grey Trooper
Household Cavalry Trooper
(Horses: Galloping, trotting, standing)
and a reminder of those superb recent releases
in the Ancient Range;

ROMAN CAVALRY
ARCl Heavy Cavalry Charging
ARC2 Medium Cavalry at rest
ARC3 Flavian Horse Archer at rest
ARC4 Late Roman Heavy Cav. at rest
ARCS Late Roman Light Cav. at rest
ARC6 Late Roman Horse Archer firing

GAULS (mounted)
AGC 1 Charging (spired helmet)
AGC 2 Charging (winged helmet)

NAPOLEONIC ARTILLERYMEN
5 figures in each group - Officer, rammer, ball,
match, lever:
French Guard Foot Artillery
French Guard Horse Artillery
Prussian Horse Artillery
Prussian Foot Artillery
Brunswick Foot Artillery
Austrian Foot Artillery
British Foot Artillery
British Horse Artillery

PRICES
Artillerymen: 9y2p
Cavalry: 20p
FULL CATALOGUE of figures covering many
periods: 25p

LAMMING
25mm scale Napoleonic equipment
range
C/9 British 9 pdr cannon 35p
C/10 British 10 pdr cannon 35p
C/11 British ammunition waggon 35p
C/12 British limber 35p
C/13 French 8 pdr cannon 35p
C/14 French 12 pdr cannon 35p
C/15 French caisson 52p
C/16 French Howitzer 35p
C/18 French Limber 23p

.  . and especially for

WATERLOO buffsr
Waterloo Battle Plans
Easily the most detailed available. Set of 3
maps (each 15in. x 22in.) shows battle stage
by stage in minute detail. £1.50

The Great Cavalry Charges
Paint your own superb battlescene. fine line
drawing printed on paper suitable for water-
colour. 22in. X 15in. Colouring instr. incl. 90p

Campaign Prints
For colouring - Napoleon, Wellington, Ney,
Blucher (all mounted figures). 35p each or
£1.25 for set of four.

French Imperial Army 1813-1815 (Riehn)
50pp. illus. card covers. Packed with masses of
reliable uniform detail. Now a standard re
ference work. £1.35
Prints
We stock the full ranges of Hourtoulle, Le
Plumet and Knotel prints which deal principally
with Napoleonic subjects and are very high
quality, containing a great deal of rare detail.
Send 15p for full lists.
.  . . although we cater for all tastes, we do
tend to specialise in Napoleonlcs. VVhy not
come and see It all at the . . .

NORTHERN GARRISON
11a CASTLEGATE,
KNARESBOROUGH
YORKSHIRE
(open: Wednesday and Saturday 9.0-5.30)
other times by appointment. Open to the trade
at all times.



LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1
Telephone 01-734 1352

We are the makers of the world-famous military miniatures by
CHAS. C. STADDEN

Made in 30 mm, 54 mm and 90 mm scales. Available either painted, unpainted or in kit form.
Large selection always in stock at our recently reduced prices.
Most other leading makes of metal and plastic figures also in stock, plus large selection of
'Britains', 'Elastolin' and other rare historical figures.
Tradition' magazine and various popular titles on military uniforms and other requisites for
the military enthusiast.

British and Foreign militaria for the collector and connoisseur;

Swords, edged weapons, pistols, long arms, headdresses, accoutrements, belt plates, hel
met plates, badges, orders, decorations, drums, uniforms and paintings.

Plus gifts and souvenirs in a military style

When in London a visit to our showrooms is a must. Open six days a week.
Mon., Tues., Wed. and Fri. 9-6
Thursday 9.7
Saturday 9-5

If you are unable to visit us, the following catalogues are available:
Stadden 30 mm master list - 20p
Stadden 54 mm master list ̂  35p

'Tradition' book of Model Soldiers - £1.65 (post free)

SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR ^
PETER KEMPLAY, FRAMLINGHAM, WOODBRIDGE, SUFFOLK

Tel: Framlingham 723708

^ Trade enquiries welcome - complete price lists and catalogues available on request. ̂

THE WARGAMES DEPARTMENT

CATERING FOR ALL WARGAMING NEEDS

On 1st March, TRADITION, London's leading dealers in militaria and model soldiers, moved into WARGAMING.
Our staff, wargamers themselves, are always happy to be of assistance.

In addition to the wide range of wargaming items from the leading manufacturers listed below, we also stock many
items from lesser-known ranges, both from home and abroad.

Figures, A.F.V.s and equipment by:

HINCHLIFFE, AIRFIX, FUJIMI, etc.

Rules by:

W.R.G., L.W.S., etc.

Books by:

DON FEATHERSTONE, CHARLES GRANT, TERRY WISE, BRIGADIER PETER YOUNG, ALMARK,
PROFILES, etc.

Accessories and paints etc by:

BELLONA, AIRFIX, MERIT, HUMBROL, etc.

MAIL ORDERS

We regret we ore unable to accept mail orders for under £3.00

Please add 107o for postage on all mail orders.



Republic F-84F Thunderstreak 1/72 Scale.
TheThunderstreak is an American

long-range escort fighter and strike
aircraft. The F-84F was the last of a

long series of planes which
evolved frorn the basic

top speed of 585 mph. .

In all a total of 2,711Thunderstreaks

were built and sold to NATO

countries.The kit is completely /
authentic-including,drop- /
tanks and a choice of USAF ^
or Luftwaffe markings. ^

The Sam-2 Guideline Missiie OO/HO Scale.
The Soviet-designed SA-2V750VK surface to air missile is one of the most

sophisticated weapons ever invented.
Its NATO code-name is 'Guideline!This is because it employs an automatic

radio command guidance system when tracking its target.
The missile is carried to its launching site by a specially designed

j  Now both the SAM-2, its transporter truck
and launching platform go to make an

and is exact In every detail.And remember; when you

Airflx-Ihe world's bissest ranseof construction kits.
For up-to-date news and details of Airfix models get the Airfix
magazine, price 18p.
Also available are a set of detailed Airfix Books. These give all
the background information to such models as the HMS Victory,

Mayflower, Spitfire, Messerschmitt BF109and R51 Mustang.
Do you belong to the Airfix Modellers' Club? For details
write to: Airfix Modellers' Club, 15/17 Long Acre, London
WC2E9QU.

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


